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Dear Members,

Past one year has been an effort of establishing the Institution on a sound basis 
in the changed environment. We worked towards restoration of recognition of 
the Institution via earnest interactions with concerned authorities. We pursued 
programs to improve the image of the institution. our Centres proactively 
organized professional seminars and workshops that contributed towards 
academic advancement of student members, be it utilization of solar energy to 

resolve environmental crisis or creating awareness about technological tsunami of Big Data or Cyber 
security by arranging invited talks during events like World telecommunications Day, Foundation 
Day and on any specially organized occasions. 

We contributed our bit in the development of strong startup ecosystem in the country through 
Iete’s recent initiative of organizing Innovation Meets. It is a series through which we hope to 
foster innovative thinking, strengthen R&D ecosystem and nurture the entrepreneurial culture in the 
community. 

Iete publications have shown marked growth in terms of global outreach, impact factors, downloads, 
citations, quick decision rates by the peer reviewers, number of submissions and stringent acceptance 
rates. I am confident that the quality of IETE Journals will spur the institution to greater heights. I 
am grateful to our illustrious editorial team members, including the ones from IIts and IIsc for their 
unwavering support and determination of shaping our journals. 

We are happy to inform our members that Iete will soon be publishing a book authored by one of 
our illustrious academicians, Prof sC Dutta Roy, DFIete on the topic ‘Circuits, systems and signal 
Processing’. this will meet the persistent demand from students for gaining insights into relatively 
more difficult topics to understand and assimilate.

I take this opportunity to welcome newly elected Governing Council Members for the term 2017-
2020 and wish them all success in their tenure. At the same time, I thank and acknowledge the 
understanding and commitment of my fellow Governing Council Members, Past Presidents for their 
support and cooperation of Iete secretariat. I am proud of Iete corporate, students and organization 
members who have been a source of strength, generating feeling of progress and achievement. 

I keenly look forward to your participation in the 60th Annual Iete Convention being held at Kochi 
on 16-17 september 2017, where discussions will be focused on “India’s March towards Digital 
economy”. this would be a step further in the Iete’s charter towards developing and helping 
society at large. 

As I pass on the baton to my successor, Prof (Dr) KtV Reddy, this is the last column that I write from 
the President’s Desk. I feel extremely fulfilled with the work that was undertaken and accomplished 
during my tenure as Iete President.

Jai Hind!

Lt Gen (dr) Aks Chandele
Pvsm, Avsm (Retd)
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iete President elect- 2017-18 

Newly elected iete distinguished Fellows – 2017

Prof (dr) k t V reddy, former Director, Pranveer singh Institute of technology, Kanpur has been elected 
as the President Iete for the term 2017-18. He shall be taking the reins from his successor Lt Gen (Dr) AKs 
Chandele, PVsM, AVsM (Retd) on 17th sept 2017 during Annual Iete Convention at Kochi.  While serving 
the Iete Governing Council as a member since 1999 and as various Committee heads of the Institution, he 
has proven his strength as a professional. Having gained deep insights into the line of work with more than 3 
decades of impeccable professional standing, he is widely commended and credited for his role in teaching, 
research and administration.   

the youngest President elected in the history of Iete, is a Btech in electronics and Communication 
engineering from nBKRIst, sV University tirupati, Mtech and PhD in electrical engineering with specialization in Communications 
from IIt Bombay. His areas of interest are RF, Microwave and Wireless Communication. 

During his teaching career at Fr C Rodrigues Institute of technology (FCRIt), Vashi, he cultivated, promoted and developed the 
Dept of et to the extent that it started being considered as one of the best institutes under University of Mumbai. His systematic 
approach in documentation helped FCRIt to get its due accreditation. He introduced post-graduation courses at terna engineering 
College, nerul and Padmabhusan Vasantdada Patil Prathishan’s College of engineering, sion, Mumbai, as its Principal. He 
developed sustainable industry–institution linkages and placements for the colleges. He shouldered the responsibilities of changing 
culture by setting up commitment factor amongst faculty members and importance for discipline, thus improving overall results. 

Under his strong guidance, two students completed PhD while seven other students are pursuing their thesis, 12 students have 
completed Me/M tech thesis and more than 100 students, their UG projects. As an avid academician, Prof Reddy has addressed 
and contributed to numerous national and international seminars and conferences. 

His contribution in promoting Iete students Forum (IsFs) has been creditable. He inaugurated over 30 Iete–IsF’s in and around 
Mumbai colleges. Has served Iete Mumbai Centre in various capacities and under his Chairmanship, Iete Mumbai acquired 
premises for the Centre in 2009. His efforts have been laudable for organizing successfully Iete AtC–2009 and 2012 at Mumbai. 
Prof Reddy is a Fellow of Iete, senior Member of Ieee and life Member of Iste, ACM, and CsI. 

His services have been acknowledged by various organizations by conferment of several prestigious awards. He has also been cited 
in Who’s Who in science and engineering, UsA for the year 2007; selected amongst 2000 outstanding scientists in the world in 
2008 and has served in various Committees/ Boards of the Mumbai University and as an expert visiting member of AICte and 
UGC. 

Congratulations to Prof (Dr) K T V Reddy on his success and best wishes as he embarks upon his new responsibilities.

shri r k Gupta, (dF-048346) is a Past President of the Institution of electronics and telecommunication 
engineers (2010-12); Former President of Broadcast engineering society (India) (2000-02) and former engineer-
in-Chief of Doordarshan. He has held key positions in AIR & Doordarshan for more than three decades. He has 
been responsible to bring Free to Air DtH of Doordarshan ‘DD Direct +’ in a record time. He modernized the 
network of Doordarshan and introduced digitalization in a big way. As Director, he was responsible to implement 
FM plan of All India Radio in northern India. 

  the honours conferred on him and laurels bestowed include: “Life time Achievement Award 2012” from Broadcast engineering 

we are very pleased to announce that shri r k Gupta and Brigadier Lakshman singh, Vsm (retd) has been elected as 
iete distinguished Fellows, 2017. the new iete distinguished Fellows will be honoured during the inaugural session of 
60th Annual iete Convention, scheduled to be held at kochi on 17th sept 2017.
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society for his outstanding contribution to Broadcasting & promotion of ICts for spread of education in the country; “ABU 
Engineering Excellence Award – 2004”, for his significant contribution to the development of Digital TV and DTH in Asia–
Pacific region; “Eminent Engineer Award – 2002” by Institution of Engineers and “Bharat Excellence Award-2011” by Friendship 
Forum of India, amongst others. He participated in a number of national and International seminars and conferences at UsA, 
Japan, UK, Switzerland, Netherland, Turkey, Singapore, Malaysia, Bhutan and Oman. He was instrumental in taking vital policy 
decisions pertaining to spectrum Management, Digital Compression, HDtV and Digital Radio at the World Radio Communication 
Conference WRC-2003 at Geneva and 40th General Assembly of ABU at Istanbul. the other coveted appointments adorned by him 
include: the Chairman of national Working Group (nWG) – 6 of ItU-R for 2003; the Vice-Chairman of technical Committee of 
Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union, ABU in 2002 and the Chairman of Panel of Judges for ABU Engineering Excellence Award for 
the year 2003. 

shri Gupta has been associated with the Institution of electronics and telecommunication engineers (Iete) for a long time. He 
served as Chairman Membership & Centre Committee (M&CC), Chairman Technical Programme Committee (TPC) and finally 
rose to its apex position as President for the term 2010-12. His affinity towards students’ community obligated him to introduce 
Iete students Day, which now has become an annual feature in the charter of Iete. He has been closely associated with the 
implementation of edusat Project of Indira Gandhi national open University, IGnoU which employs DVB-RCs technology to 
provide Interactive education in Virtual Classroom mode. shri Gupta has been Member, Governing Council AICte from 2010-
2012; Member, Board of Management, Indira Gandhi national open University from 2011-2014. shri R K Gupta was Independent 
Director on the Board of sambhaav Media Ltd in 2014-15. He was the President, Doordarshan Cricket Club (DDCC) during 2002-
04, which illustrates his love and keenness for sports as well.

shri R K Gupta is also the Fellow and Chartered engineer of Institution of engineers (India). 

Brigadier Lakshman singh, Vsm (retd) (dF-043034), a passionate writer, poet and a courteous individual, was 
commissioned in Corps of signals in the Indian Army from prestigious Indian Military Academy (IMA) Dehradun 
in June 1955 and served for over three decades. He has done Master’s in Physics from Lucknow University and 
MBA from Institute of Defence Management. His areas of specialization are electronics and telecommunications. 
He retired as Dy Director General from signals Directorate, Army Headquarters in 1985.

Brig Lakshman led an accomplished career including a long tenure with the Defence Research & Development 
organization (DRDo) while in service and later with the Research and Analysis Wing (RAW), India’s external 

intelligence agency, followed by a stint with the eCIL as their Defence Advisor. He has been the Dean, Faculty of Communication 
engineering, MCte Mhow. He has extensive experience in setting up of Defence Communication, eW (electronic Warfare) and 
EMI/EMC (Electromagnetic Emission and Compatibility) systems. He has also been the Member Secretary of JEMCAB (Joint 
electromagnetic Interference and Compatibility Board). 

His professional experience and his desire for social contribution as a mentor, with unstinting support to young students from 
electronics & telecom, made him actively associated with Iete for more than 2 decades. He successfully completed three terms in 
the Iete Governing Council and was appointed Vice President of the Institution. He facilitated the student community to interact 
and network through a portal Iete eLAn (e-learning & networks). He has been the Founder Member and Vice Chairman of Iete 
noida Centre and was instrumental in the progress of delivering live / recorded lectures through educational satellite (eDUsAt) to 
other Iete Centres with receiving facilities. His current areas of interest include Digital security and Behavioural sciences. 

Brig Lakshman Singh is a veteran of Sino-Indian conflict of 1962 in NEFA (now Arunachal Pradesh) and was actively involved 
in the 1971 operation for the liberation of Bangladesh. He has authored a book on his experiences of the 1962 operations titled 
‘Letters from the Border and other Less Told Stories’. His second book ‘A Soldier’s Journey through Life with two Wives’ was 
released in March 2009. His third book, ‘smiles, tears and Heartbreaks’ is available as e-book on smashwords.com link  http://
www.smashwords.com/books/view/387577.

Congratulations to the elected 2017 - IETE Distinguished Fellows!
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Life time Achievement Award -2017

News from Headquarters
49th world telecommunication and information society day – 2017

event

Lt Gen Ashok Agarwal, PVsm (retd) (dF- 060216) has been conferred with the Life time Achievement 
Award-2017 of the Institution of electronics and telecommunication engineers. He has served Iete as its 
President during the years 2008-10 and is a Distinguished Fellow of the institution.

Lt Gen Agarwal was commissioned in the Indian Army in the Corps of electronics & Mechanical engineers (eMe) 
after Btech in telecom. Later he obtained the degrees of Mtech (Control systems) from IIsc Bangalore, Msc 
(Electronic Design) from Cranfield University, UK and MSc (Information Engg) from City University, London. 

He served Indian Army in various capacities involving repair & maintenance, design & development, and production of various 
Armed Forces electronics, telecom and electronic Warfare equipment. He was elevated to the rank of Lieutenant General and was 
appointed as Director General Quality Assurance in the Ministry of Defence. During his service of nearly 39 years, Gen Agarwal 
had the distinction of participating in three important operations, one with China, and the other two with Pakistan. He held important 
assignments including one in the Ministry of external Affairs as First secretary in the High Commission of India, London. For his 
distinguished services in the Army, Gen Agarwal was awarded Param Vishisht seva Medal (PVsM) by the President of India. He 
is a veteran, professional, technocrat and an expert in electronics, telecom & It. Presently, he is working for AVG technologies 
Inc.UsA, as its Head of operations, India & sri Lanka, specialized in Anti-Virus products for mobile phones, PCs and tablets. He 
is a well-travelled man who has trotted the globe. He is a Us Green-card holder and spends two to three months in Us every year.

Congratulations to Lt Gen Ashok Agarwal, PVsm (retd) on being selected for the iete Life time Achievement Awardee -2017 by 
the institution of electronics & telecommunication engineers. this award will be conferred on him at the inaugural session of 60th 
Annual iete Convention at kochi on 17th sept 2017.

Iete Headquarters observed 49th world telecommunication 
and information society day on the theme ‘Big data for Big 
impact’ on 17th May 2017. Lt Gen Ashish ranjan Prasad, 
AVsm, Vsm, AdC, Signal Officer-in-Chief graced the 
event as the Chief Guest. President Iete, Lt Gen (dr) Aks 
Chandele, PVsm, AVsm (retd) extended a warm welcome to 
him. Prof (dr) ktV reddy, Chairman, technical Programmes 
and Publicity Committee and former Director, PsIt, Kanpur 
welcomed the guests. the invited dignitaries on the dais were- 
shri Pk Garg, former Wireless Advisor to Government of 
India; ms rama Vedashree, Ceo, Data security Council of 
India and ms rashmi Verma, Founder and executive Director, 
Mapmy India. 

shri Pk Garg in his address sketched historical background 
of establishment of International telecommunication Union, 
at Paris when 20 european countries signed the landmark 
charter on 17th May 1865, paving the way for synergistic global 
cooperation in the vital field. He mentioned that India joined 
ItU in 1868 -- eight years before discovery of telephone by 
Graham Bell in 1876.

Lt Gen (dr) Aks Chandele, PVsm, AVsm (retd), 
President Iete, in his address highlighted the role & activities 
of the institution. Keynote speaker, ms rama Vedashree 
emphasized three V’s that characterize ‘Big Data’ -- namely, 
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Highlights

Volume, Variety and Velocity. It’s the ‘Velocity’ aspect of the 
data which is so crucial to impact corporate performance. 
she remarked that as much as 80% of the gigantic data being 
generated is ‘Unstructured’: e.g. photos, sMs, emails etc. 
today’s challenge in view of this enormous variety of data is 
to obtain ‘Actionable’ information. this is made possible by 
what is termed ‘Advanced Analytics’. earlier, this phenomenon 
was known as ‘Business Intelligence’. In present context, we 
encounter the term, BDA, i.e. Big Data Analytics -- the field, 
where majority of job openings are available. thus, there is a 
dire need to re-skill today’s It work-force. she explained that 
drivers of ‘Big Data’ include Digital payments, banking and 
financial services, modern diagnostic health services and so on. 
Impact of Big Data Applications is equally sweeping. Citizens, 
be they in urban or rural areas, have rising aspirations. to meet 
their expectations, governments need to provide optimum 
governance besides efficient transportation, health and secure 
financial services, while giving due regard to privacy. All these 
become feasible via leveraging Big data analytics that enhance 
productivity, while ensuring fraud detection and entailing 
customer segmentation. Cognitive computing will dominate 
the future.

Keynote speaker, ms rashmi Verma revealed that all data 
involves location-based significance. therefore her company 
focused on map-based analytics that enhance operational 
efficiencies in whole range of applications such as public 
services, last mile delivery, e-commerce, business intelligence, 
e-commerce, social media and so on. she predicted that we 
are heading towards quiet a disruptive milieu, where electric 
cars will dominate the scenario and we will not own a car, 
but nevertheless avail its use possibly on shared rental basis 
to cut costs and be environment-friendly. she remarked that 
most car companies will be bankrupt! Another scary prediction 
was that 70-80% jobs will disappear in the next decade, 
entailing continuous need for re-skilling. she highlighted the 
phenomenon of leapfrogging in India, where for example, in 
some rural pockets people who never got hold of a traditional 
landline now merrily use affordable smart-phone to avail host 

of government‘s digital-enabled services. she was enthusiastic 
that Impact of Big data Analytics shall usher effective waste 
management, forest fire detection, location-based concentrated 
pollution-control strategies, tackling parking issues, combating 
electromagnetic radiations, and noise – in essence enhancing 
our lifestyle.

Chief Guest, Lt Gen Ashish ranjan Prasad, AVsm, Vsm, 
AdC, Signal Officer-in-Chief asserted that future wars will see 
proliferation of sensors, where each soldier will be embedded 
with tiny sensors to convey real-time field information to plan 
a unmatched battle strategy. such ‘Big Data’ shall naturally 
feature two more V’s, namely ‘Veracity’ and ‘Value-addition’. 
outlining the challenges ahead, Lt Gen Prasad explained 
the imperatives of cost-effective analytics for implementing 
management cycles in a speedy time-frame for heterogeneous 
data. All in all, the impact of ‘man behind the machine’ is to be 
kept in mind so that we have access to technically-proficient 
people in each segment. Issues like ‘secure storage’ of personal 
data to avoid theft that may cause acute embarrassment assume 
paramount importance. He remarked that the new scenario will 
fundamentally alter the relationship between citizens and the 
governments. He was optimistic that improved governance 
made possible via Big Data analytics shall usher a new phase of 
enhanced Quality of Human Life.

ms shikha srivastav Group Leader, C-Dot, demonstrated the 
use of innovative ‘Panic Button’ on smart phones developed 
and designed by C-Dot for ensuring user-security, especially 
useful for persons trapped in distressed situations.

the audience comprised of Past Presidents, Distinguished 
Fellows, Governing Council Members, Corporate Members, 
Students and staff of IETE and officials from other Departments/
organisations.

the ceremony ended with the presentation of mementoes to the 
dignitaries by the President, Iete and a summing up & vote 
of thanks by maj Gen Pk Jaggia, Vsm (retd), secretary 
General, Iete. the programme ended with the national 
Anthem.
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the 2nd innovation meet of the Institution was organized on 29th Aug 2017 at Iete HQ. shri Pk Gupta, Chancellor, sharda 
University and Chairman sGI was the Chief Guest.

In his address, shri Gupta while lauding the government’s visionary initiatives like setting up of national Innovation Foundation, said 
that while US spends 2.7% of its GDP on R&D, India’s figure of 0.85% is a matter of serious concern. Recalling the government’s 
intent to set up world-class universities on the lines of Harvard, he rued that there was no clear-cut roadmap to achieve this objective. 
A conscious approach to nurture creativity is a must at all levels of education -- from school to college. According to him, a student 
should be trained to be passionate about study, about doing PhD, as today, reputed universities are keenly looking for PhD students. 
He asserted that the next economic boom will be in the area of multidisciplinary-research embracing biology and engineering.

Giving background of the event, Lt Gen (dr) Aks Chandele, PVsm, AVsm (retd), President Iete remarked that via this 
initiative, Iete has facilitated an inspiring dialogue among industry, academia and R&D Labs to create an ecosystem geared towards 
deepening the innovation culture in our economy and society. He expressed deep satisfaction at the enhanced level of participation 
this year. Prof (wg Cdr) Pradeep Prabhakar (retd), Zonal Coordinator & Chairman, Board of Research, Innovations and 
standards (BoRIs) lauded the infectious enthusiasm of participants from reputed R&D Labs like CDot, CDAC, CeeRI, CsIo, CeL 
and industries namely, Accuster technologies & autokartz.com besides educational institutes such as Amity and sharda University 
Greater noida, BIts Pilani, ACe, Hyderabad, Aligarh Muslim University etc. 

Prominent speakers included Dr tanya singh, Amity University, noida; shri Bharat Ravichandran, C-Dot; shri Dheeraj, CsIR-
CeeRI, Pilani; Dr Pankaj Dalela, C-Dot; Ms. Garima Chandel, Its engg College, Greater noida;. shri Achu Chandran, CsIR-
CeeRI, Pilani; shri Yashwardhan Varshney, Aligarh Muslim University; shri Anoop Agarwal C-Dot; shri Kashif I K sherwani, 
CSIO-CSIR, Chandigarh; and Dr Rakesh Kumar Sehgal, CDAC Mohali, Shri Siddhanshu, Accuster Technologies Pvt Ltd; Dr J L 
Raheja, CsIo, CeeRI, Pilani; shri Abhinav Bhargava, Manipal Institute of technology, Manipal. Working models titled, Pathology 
Lab in a Box, High Definition Flexible Endoscope, LTIVA-Hotplate, Automated Solar Panel Cleaning, T-Baby Suit, Gyansetu, were 
demonstrated in the exhibition. the Chairman, BoRIs announced that full details about the event will be uploaded on Iete website.

maj Gen Pk Jaggia Vsm (retd), secretary General Iete HQ, concluded the programme with vote of thanks.

2nd iete innovation meet 
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Newly elected Governing Council members of iete (2017-20)
Congratulations to all!

shri s ramaswamy (F-044315) has done his graduation 
in engineering from Iete.  thereafter he joined Indian 
engineering service in All India Radio in 1971. earlier 
served in ItI and LRDe, Bangalore.  During his services 
with AIR & Doordarshan, he established High Power 
Radio stations with Complex Antenna systems and had 
been instrumental in setting up about 100 tV relay centres 
in southern states: Andaman, nicobar & Lakshawdeep 

islands including large numbers at the interior/border areas of north eastern 
states. Has led the Doordarshan team to Athens for tV Coverage of olympics 
2004. Was awarded with Akashwani Awards thrice for technical excellence. As 
Chief Project Consultant, after retirement, he conceived & implemented Digital 
tV Head ends with oFC connectivity in tamil nadu state. As Chairman Iete 
Chennai (2014-16), he expanded the IsF membership base under Centre’s aegis. 
A number of training programmes/workshops were conducted at Iete Centre 
and nearby engg Colleges. He successfully conducted national technical 
Paper Contest in 2015. The financial position of the Chennai Centre improved 
under his chairmanship.

Prof s k khedkar (F-050956), is Msc (Maths), Me 
(telecom), LMIste, Ceng, M-CsI, FIe and FIete. 
He possesses 45+years of teaching and educational, 
administrative experience in engg colleges in Maharashtra 
state as Principal, Vice-Principal, Professor, Member 
Academic Committees of Universities, Chairman of Fe 
Admission Committee (1993-1997) etc. Has worked on 
various academic bodies of University of Pune and Dr 

BA Marathwada University, Aurangabad. Former UPsC/MPsC electronics 
panel expert. Authored well-received 18 textbooks on electronics and 
Instrumentation and presented 11 technical/research papers at various seminars/ 
symposia. Guided 40+ PG students for dissertations. Has more than 3 decades 
of association with IETE in various capacities including ex-officio member of 
Iete Governing Council (2014-2016). Managing editor of biannual “Iete 
National Journal of Innovation and Research” and Editor, (quarterly) IETE 
news Bulletin published by Pune Centre. Prof Khedkar & his coworkers assert 
striving hard to make Iete Pune Center a vibrant unit to propagate the Iete 
culture.

Prof (dr) Ajay P thakare (F-121223), a graduate 
engineer (electronics & telecommunication) from Govt 
Coe, Pune; M e (electronics) from Govt Coe, Amravati 
& PhD (electronics) from Amravati University, has vast 
professional experience of 27 years including 3 years in 
Defence University at Addis Ababa, east Africa. Presently 
he is working as Professor and HoD, electronics and 
telecommunication at sipna Coet, Amravati. He has 

published over 82 papers and possesses 2 patents and copyrights. Guided 49 
students for M e programs and about 300 students at UG level. Recepient of 
Iete- Brig M L Anand Award-2015. Iete Amravati Centre has bagged the 
Award of Best Centre during his Chairmanship in 2016 and he is also credited 
with successful conduct of Iete Mts-2014.

Prof (dr) Bhima Prabhakara rao (F-133044) 
obtained Btech and Mtech degrees in electronics 
and Communications engineering in 1979 & 1981 
respectively from sV University, tirupathi. His doctoral 
degree is from IIsc, Bangalore in 1995. He has 35 years 
of experience as faculty, HoD, Director (Ist), Dir of 
evaluation, Dir (Foreign Universities and Relations), Dir 

(Admissions), Rector and Vice-Chancellor-in-Charge. Under his guidance 20 
doctoral degrees have been awarded and 252 research papers published. He 
has authored a text book entitled “Probability Theory and Random Processes” 
(PHI). Has served Iete Kakinada sub-Centre as its Vice President and 
Chairman during 2011-2016. He has fellowships of Ie, Iete, senior member 
Ieee and other sister societies. 

Prof s Vijaya Bhaskara rao (F-134124) has an Msc, 
(Physics) and PhD degree in Physics from sV University, 
tirupati. He is currently Dean, R&D, sV University, 
tirupati & Dir, UGC-sVU Centre created by UGC, 
new Delhi which has been recognized as major national 
facility by UGC and where a world-class ‘Meteor 
Radar’ is established for the first time in the University 
in country. He is also the Principal coordinator for the 

University for Climate change programme. specialises in Atmospheric science 
and Communications with 24 years of teaching and research experience in 
electronic, communications and radars. Participated in ‘Antarctic expedition’ 
where he installed a monostatic sodar system. Published over 130 papers and 
guided 35 students for PhD. supervised 12 major research projects founded 
by UGC, CsIR, Dst, IsRo etc. with a total outlay of Rs.10 crores. Recipient 
of many prestigious national awards, Prof Bhaskara actively organized several 
conferences which include recent 104th Indian science Congress at tirupati. 

dr kottareddigari Jaya sankar (F-174479) received 
Btech degree in electronics and Communication 
engineering from s V University, tirupati, and Me 
and PhD degrees from the Dept of eCe, osmania 
University, Hyderabad, telangana in 1988, 1994, and 
2004 respectively. In 1992 he joined as Asst Prof in the 
eCe Dept at Vasavi College of engineering Hyderabad 
and presently is the Principal & HoD of eCe. He actively 

campaigns to collect funds for poor children under various programmes / 
schemes. served as exeCom member of the Iete Hyderabad center for 2008-
2010, 2012-2014 as its Chairman for the term 2014-2016. He has 24 years 
of teaching experience in electromagnetics, Antennas, Digital Communication 
and Microwave and Radar systems. His research areas of interest are in Coding 
theory, RF & Wireless Communications and Genetic Algorithm based antenna 
design. He has published over 50 research papers. He is senior Member Ieee. 

Brigadier (dr) Vd Abraham, sm (retd) (F-177298), 
has a doctorate degree from JNTU, Hyderabad. This 
distinguished Officer has adorned coveted appointments 
of Dy Dir eMe of Andhra Pradesh, tamil nadu, 
Karnataka & Kerala and Brigadier eMe of north 
Command. He was also the Vice Chancellor of oriental 
University, Indore. An engineer by profession, daring 
leader decorated with gallantry award by President of 

India, excelled as a researcher, innovator, educationalist, mover of organization 
with charisma. He was Army Leader of 15th expedition to Antarctica, brought 
laurels. He designed and developed Infantry Mortar Laying Instrument, 
substitute to German made Instrument, Indigenized the Dewar Detector Cooler 
with the help pf BARC trombay and a multipurpose test station for all types 
of TI and Night sight for INSAS rifle. Decorated with three national awards and 
served Iete Centers of Meerut, Vadodara & Chennai as executive member 
and was in Governing Council Iete (2011-14). He is also known for his social 
reform works.
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iete mAiN AwArds
• IETE - Ram Lal Wadhwa Award
Awardee: Dr Ranjan Kumar Mallik, IIt Delhi
• IETE - Hari Ramji Toshniwal Award 
Awardee: Shri Tata Sudhakar, scientist-‘F’, national Institute 

of ocean technology, Chennai
• IETE - Bimal Bose Award 
Awardee: Dr Sanjeet Kumar Dwivedi, senior Research 

scientist, Danfoss Power electronics, Denmark
• IETE - Lal C Verman Award
Awardee: Shri Hemant Pandurang Chaudhari, AIssMs’s 

Institute of It, Pune
• IETE - Flt Lt Tanmaya Singh Dandass Memorial Award
Awardee: Shri Surender Singh Saini, Principal scientist, CsIo, 

Chandigarh
• IETE-Prof K Sreenivasan Memorial Award 
Awardee: Prof (Dr) Debabrata Das, Professor, IIIt Bangalore, 
• IETE - Prof SVC Aiya Memorial Award 
Awardee: Prof Subrat Kar, IIt Delhi
• IETE - B V Baliga Memorial Award
Awardee: Shri Vinod S Chippalkatti, Vice President, se Unit, 

Centum electronics Ltd, Bangalore 
• IETE - N V Gadadhar Memorial Award 
Awardee: Prof (Dr) T Menakadevi, Adhiyamaan College of 

engg, Hosur 
• IETE - B R Batra Memorial Award
Awardee: Dr Jagdish Wasudeorao Bakal, Principal, SSJCOE, 

thane 
• IETE - R S Khandpur Award
Awardee: none 
• IETE - Brig M L Anand Award
Awardee: Prof (Dr) Rupa Chiramdasu, VRseC, Vijayawada
• IETE - Biman Behari Sen Memorial Award 
Awardee: Prof H M Suryawanshi, VnIt, nagpur 
• IETE - Life Time Achievement Award 
Awardee: Lt Gen A K Agarwal, PVSM (Retd), DF and Past 

President, Iete, new Delhi

iete Awardees – 2017
Congratulations to all the AWARDEES !

Iete recognizes outstanding achievements amongst its members and other professionals in the broad areas of electronics, 
telecommunication, Computers, Information technology and related disciplines through annual/biennial awards. this year 
Iete received highest ever number of nominations, which is a testimony to mounting popularity of Iete its awards. the 
Awardees -2017 for various Iete Awards including academic awards are as follows. except for a few, most of the awards will 
be presented during 60th Annual Iete Convention scheduled to be held in sept 2017 at Kochi. 

• IETE-smt Manorama Rathore Memorial Award 
Awardee: Dr Madhu S Nair, University of Kerala, 

thiruvananthapuram
• Iete-sMt Ranjana Pal Memorial Award 
Joint Awardees: Smt Revathi, scientist-‘G’ DeRL, Hyderabad  

and Smt Nirmala Shanumugam, scientist-‘F’,eRDe, 
Bangalore 

• Iete-technomedia Award for Young Women in engineering
Awardee: Dr Mamta Chandraprakash Padole, Ms University 

of Baroda, Vadodara 
• Iete-triveni Devi Gupta Memorial Award Young Women in 

engineering
Joint Awardees: Dr Manisha Jitendra Nene, DIAt, Pune 

and Dr A Indra, sci/eng-‘H’, IstRAC/IsRo, Dept 
of space, Bengaluru

• Iete- shri Devi singh tyagi Memorial Award
Awardee: Dr Jayakumar M, Dy Project Director, IsRo, 

thiruvananthapuram.

iete CorPorAte AwArds
• Iete-Corporate Award for Performance in electronic 
Components(Le) 
M/s HAL Avionics Division, Korwa, Dist-Amethi
• Iete-Corporate Award for Performance in Development of 
software (MsMe)
M/s Mindlogicx Infratec Ltd, Bengaluru 

the iete Awards categories that received no nominations 
this year were: Iete – Prof s n Mitra Memorial Award; 
Iete-Corporate Award for Performance in Computer and 
telecommunication systems(Large enterprises (Les), and 
Micro/small/ Medium enterprises (MsMes);Iete-Corporate 
Award for Performance in electronic Instrument and 
Instrumentation (Large enterprises (Les), and Micro/small/ 
Medium enterprises (MsMes) ; Iete-Corporate Award for 
Performance in Development of software (Large enterprises 
(Les); Iete-Corporate Award for Performance in electronic 
Components (Micro/small/ Medium enterprises (MsMes) 
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iete Academic Awards-2017

IETE Best Papers’ Awards Given for Articles Published in 2016 IETE Journals
Awards Awardee 

iete sk mitra memorial Award Performance Analysis of mimo systems with Antenna selection over Generalized k -µ Fading Channels by Brijesh 
Kumbhani and Rakhesh singh Kshetrimayum published in IETE Journal of Research, Vol 62 No 1, (Jan-Feb) 2016 issue.

iete J C Bose memorial Award A 0.13-µm Cmos PCsNim LNA for multi-standard 0.9, 1.8, and 2.1 GHz mobile Application by Awatif Hashim, 
Norlaili Mohd Noh, Shukri Korakkottil Kunhi Mohd, Yusman Mohd. Yusof, Mohd Haidar Hamzah, Mohd Tafir bin 
Mustaffa, Asrulnizam Abd Manaf and othman sidek published in IETE Journal of Research, Vol 62 no 6, (nov-Dec) 
2016 issue.

iete m N saha memorial Award Chaos-based image encryption using sum operation modulo 4 and 256 by Mohammad Javad Rostami, Saeid 
saryazdi, Hossein nezamabadi-pour and Abbas shabba, published in IETE Journal of Research, Vol. 62 no. 2, ( March-
April) 2016 issue.

iete k s krishnan memorial 
Award 

Crosstalk Analysis of Current mode signalling Coupled rLC interconnects Using Fdtd technique by Yash 
Agrawal and Rajeevan Chandel published in IETE Technical Review, Vol 33 no 2, (Mar-Apr) 2016 issue.

iete CdiL Award for industry Effect of dead layer on the efficiency of planar semiconductor neutron detectors by Prasanna Gandhiraj, Manoj 
Kumar Parida, Krishnamurthy Prabakar, Raghuramaiah Manchi, Sankaran Tripura Sundari, Jayaseelan Jayapandian and 
Chakram sampathkumar sundar published in IETE Technical Review, Vol 33 No 1, (Jan-Feb) 2016 issue.

iete Gowri memorial Award design of Lms Adaptive radar detector for Non-homogeneous interferences by A Mandal, R Mishra, B K Kaushik 
and n Z Rizvi published in IETE Technical Review, Vol 33 No 3, (May-Jun) 2016 issue.

two students’ Journal Award sources and reduction of noise in Circuits and systems by Ram M. narayanan published in IETE Journal of Education, 
Vol. 57 No. 2, (Jul-Dec) 2016 issue.

Vector magnitude Circuit Using three triangle wave-based time division multipliers by K C selvam published in 
IETE Journal of Education, Vol 57 No 1, (Jan-Jun) 2016 issue.

the Academic Awards awarded for excellence to Iete students awardees this year 
are as follows.
	 SUBRAMANIAN THYAGARAJA AWARD – No recipient in the award this 

year.
	 AMIete CoUnCIL AWARD – I – no recipient in the award this year.
	 AMIete CoUnCIL AWARD – II for securing the highest percentage with 6.5 

GPA and above marks and completing Part 1 of section B in one attempt with 
exemptions.

 JUNe 2016
 AMIete (et) : ARtI tIWARI–206187 GPA = 6.6 (Under scheme 2010)
 GURRAM HARIsH 236002  GPA = 6.6 (Under scheme 2014) 
 deCemBer 2016
 AMIete (et): sAVItA KUMARI– 236383 GPA = 6.5 (Under scheme 2014)
 AMIete (Cs): P LAtHA– 236588 GPA = 8.16 (Under scheme 2014) 
	 AMIete CoUnCIL AWARD – III for securing the highest percentage with 6.5 

GPA and above marks and completing Part – II of section B (except Project) in 
one attempt without exemptions.

 JUNe 2016
 AMIETE (ET): KRISHNA PRASAD SATAMRAJU– 219460 GPA = 7 (Under 

scheme 2010)
 deCemBer 2016
 AMIete (et): BHAGAVAtULA sHIVA VIKRAM– 235570 GPA = 8.5 

(Under scheme 2010)
 UMMADIsettY nAGA CHoWDAIAH– 235806 GPA = 6.8 (Under scheme 

2014)
 PRAGYA– 236006 GPA = 6.8 (neW scheme)

	 sMt RADHABAI KAPRe GoLD MeDAL AWARD for securing the highest 
percentage with 6.5 CGPA and above marks and completing AMIete in 4 
years attempt without exemptions.

 JUNe 2016
 AMIete (et): nItIsH YADAV– 231496 CGPA = 7.92 (Under scheme 2010)
 AMIete (Cs): GAURAV GHILDIYAL– 230614 CGPA = 8.11 (Under scheme 

2010) 
 AMIete (It): sADAB– 230461 CGPA = 6.66 (Under scheme 2010)
 deCemBer 2016
 AMIete (et): sHAHeen FAtIMA– 233471 CGPA = 7.66 (Under scheme 

2010)
 AMIete (Cs): sIMRAn BAGGA– 233912 CGPA = 7.18 (Under scheme 

2010)
	 HARI MoHAn MeMoRIAL AWARD – no recipient in the award this year.
	 AMIete – GoPAL M DAnDeKAR MeMoRIAL AWARD to a girl student 

securing the highest percentage with 6.5 GPA and above marks and completing 
AMIETE (Considering ET, CS & IT streams of current Jun & Dec Exams 
together) in four years without any exemptions.

 JUNe 2016
 AMIete (Cs): sneHA KUMARI– 230388 CGPA = 7.77 (Under scheme 

2010)
 deCemBer 2016
 AMIete (et): sHAHeen FAtIMA– 233471 CGPA = 7.66 (Under scheme 

2010)
 AMIete (Cs): sIMRAn BAGGA – 233912 CGPA = 7.18 (Under scheme 

2010)
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	 DIPIete CoUnCIL AWARD – I  – no recipient in the award this year.
	 DIPIete CoUnCIL AWARD – II  – no recipient in the award this year.
	 DIPIete CoUnCIL AWARD –III for securing the highest percentage with 

6.5 GPA and above marks and completing Part-1 of section B in one attempt 
without any exemptions.

 JUNe 2016
 DIPIETE (ET): APPOLU NIRANJAN REDDY– 235627 GPA = 8.25 (Under 

scheme 2010) 
	 DIPIete CoUnCIL AWARD – IV for securing the highest percentage with 

6.5 GPA and above marks and competing PARt-II of section B in one attempt 
without any exemptions.

 JUNe 2016
 DIPIETE (ET): APPOLU NIRANJAN REDDY– 235627 GPA = 7.66 (Under 

scheme 2010)
 deCemBer 2016
 DIPIETE (ET): RANAJIT MUDULI– 225159 GPA = 6.66 (Under Scheme 

2010)
	 DIPIete CoUnCIL AWARD – V for securing the highest percentage with 

6.5 CGPA and above marks and completing DIPIete in 3 years without any 
exemptions.

 JUNe 2016
 DIPIete (et): PeRAMsettY sUDHAKAR– 235522 CGPA = 8.85 DoR – 

24/10/2013 (Under scheme 2010) 
 DIPIete (Cs): PRAMItA RAnI– 235532 CGPA = 7.52 (Under scheme 2010)
 deCemBer 2016
 DIPIete (et): Arjun P P– 234978 CGPA = 7.09 (Under scheme 2010) 
	 DIPIete – GoPAL M DAnDeKAR MeMoRIAL AWARD to a girl student 

securing the highest percentage with 6.5 CGPA and above marks and completing 
DIPIETE (Considering ET & CS streams of current Jun & Dec Exams together) 
in three years without any exemptions.

 JUNe 2016
 DIPIete (Cs): PRAMItA RAnI– 235532 CGPA = 7.52 (Under scheme 2010)

New iete Professional Activity Centre (PAC) at Perth, Australia
spreading its wings to cross-borders, Iete has opened a new Professional Activity Centre at 
Perth, Australia with help of its Fellow Iete member, shri Atul Garg, who is also conferred 

with the title of JP (Justice of the Peace) by the Governor of the State of Western Australia- a 
statutory position under Western Australian Justices Act 1902, given to people of high integrity 

and record of community service .  
though Iete PAC is still in its infancy, the member & his team of could arrange for few 

meetings together. The team assures of full cooperation to steer clear any legal, financial hassles. 
We are thankful to this bunch of enthusiasts who have taken the onus of establishing a full fledged 

Iete PAC overseas to assist the international student community in acquiring knowledge in the 
areas of discipline of interest to Iete. the newly inaugurated PAC would conduct mandatory 
activities as well as Continuing Professional education Programmes to meet the needs of the 

this region.  the Committee members for IetePAC Australia as  approved by Iete Governing 
Council are : Chairperson – Atul Garg, JP (Perth), deputy Chairperson – tarun dewan 

(Perth), secretary – Pramod kapoor (Perth), treasurer – davishi Verma (Perth), Committee 
member (media) – ramona Chauhan (Perth). the Committee members have organized three 

meetings so far, which have been interactive and fruitful in terms of technical presentations on 
current topic by the committee members.

We are indeed grateful to our fellow brethren / corporate members, who with  
their dint of unbounded enthusiasm and passion are proactive in furthering the  

aims and objectives of India’s premier professional Institution- Iete.  

Participants of the 3rd meeting of Iete PAC Australia, held at Perth on 30th July 2017

Participants of the 2nd meeting held at Perth on 25th June 2017 at 18 John-
son Close Winthrop WA 6150.  seen from LR: Christian, Burjor Mistry, 
Suman Dewan, Naveen Jain, Atul Garg, Ramona Chauhan, Vishal Pach-
nanda, Pramod Kapoor, Davishi Verma, Yogesh Dua

the Best iete Centres/ sub-Centres declared for the year  
2016-17 based on their annual performance reports are as below:

iete Best CeNtre 
AwArds

iete Best sUB-CeNtre 
AwArds

Ist Prize - Hyderabad Centre Ist Prize - Kozhikode sub Centre

IInd Prize - Ahmedabad Centre IInd Prize - nashik sub Centre  
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s.N. mem CAt NAme

1 500674 AM Upadhyay, Anand 
trilokinath

2 500675 AM Kale, Bhagyashree Mayur
3 500676 AM sarkar, sushanta, Dr
4 500677 AM Duraisamy M
5 500678 AM nivetha A
6 500679 AM Karthikkeyan, A R
7 500680 AM Aruna Devi s
8 500681 AM Indhumathi n
9 500682 AM Halder, Alak
10 500683 AM Maurya, Anand Kumar
11 500707 AM Mehta, Jay Sudhir
12 500708 AM tanksale, Pallavi R
13 500709 AM Kumbhani, Brijesh, Dr
14 500710 AM Furtado, selvin
15 500711 AM Kolhe, tejashri t
16 500712 AM Alok Kumar
17 500713 AM Puviarasi R
18 500714 AM Parameswari s
19 500715 AM Vaira Prakash s
20 500716 AM Muttu, Yeshudas A
21 500717 AM Vivek P V
22 500718 AM Deepika Vasanthakumar
23 500719 AM Renjini G
24 500740 AM Boopathi Raja G
25 500741 AM naaz, Maliha
26 500742 AM Kashid, Vials Kisan
27 500743 AM srikanth B V
28 500744 AM Manjeet Kumar
29 500745 AM Bhaskara Murthy M V H
30 500746 AM Chaitanya Kumar M
31 500747 AM M n V s s Kumar, Dr
32 500748 AM Rambabu, Lammatha
33 062010 F Krishna Kumar M
34 109977 F Agarwal, Vaibhav
35 112119 F Kapoor, sandeep
36 112224 F Bhatia, Vimal, Dr
37 146871 F sahoo, Bibhudatta
38 159866 F Yadav, Preet
39 165625 F Ahir, Dilip H, Dr

New members of iete enrolled/upgraded during may - July 2017
s.N. mem CAt NAme
40 174438 F tiwari, Amit
41 174552 F Jayakumar, M, Dr
42 218534 F Walia, Gurjit singh, Dr
43 230115 F Deepak Kumar, Dr
44 232579 F singh, Ravi shankar, Dr
45 234608 F Pachori, Ram Bilas, Dr
46 237637 F Patel, niteenbhai B, Dr
47 500568 F subramaniyan R, Dr
48 500657 F Mundada, G s, (Dr) Prof
49 500658 F Reddy, G R n, Wg Cdr
50 500659 F sujatha, B K, Dr
51 500660 F De, swades, Dr
52 500661 F Prakash, Chandra, Dr
53 500662 F Mathoor, sukumaran
54 500663 F Anil Kumar R, Dr
55 500664 F Yellampalli, siva s, Dr
56 500665 F Jain, Gaurav
57 500666 F Kadry seifedine, Prof

58 500667 F Mukhopadhyaya, Anjan 
K, Lt Col

59 500684 F Patil, Mukesh D, Dr
60 500685 F sudhakar Reddy n, Dr
61 500686 F Mankad, Bhagirath n
62 500687 F Bishnoi, Pritam, Maj Gen
63 500688 F sabherwal, Rajeev,Lt Gen
64 500689 F Avasthi, Vinay, Dr
65 500690 F Manikandan s, (Dr) Prof
66 500691 F Kikani, Pravinchandra K
67 500692 F Lenin Babu s
68 500693 F Barman, Bandana, Dr

69 500694 F Roy Chowdhury, Dibakar, 
Dr

70 500695 F Jain, Sudesh Kumar
71 500696 F Rajkumar s, Dr
72 500721 F Kalaghati, Ajit t, Dr
73 500722 F Annadurai M, Dr
74 500723 F sujatha L, Dr
75 500724 F Chopra, Anupama
76 500725 F Justin Varghese, Dr

77 500726 F Lakha, Balwinder singh, 
Dr

s.N. mem CAt NAme
78 500727 F Mondal, Dhiraj Kumar
79 500749 F Joshi, Maulin M, Dr
80 500750 F shakti Kumar, Dr
81 238149 M Kuldeep
82 500668 M tripathi, neeraj
83 500669 M Vikram singh
84 500670 M Rangarajan J, Dr
85 500671 M Ganesh Babu t R, Dr
86 500672 M Venkat Ramana n
87 500673 M Bhowmik, Wriddhi, Dr
88 500697 M nagaraju A, Dr
89 500698 M Leena n
90 500699 M sonia Aneesh
91 500700 M samant, Manisha Mangal
92 500701 M Kurvey, Mamta P
93 500702 M Manikandan, B V, Dr
94 500703 M singh, Gagan Deep
95 500704 M singh, Gurminder, Lt Col
96 500705 M Gupta, Ankit, Maj
97 500706 M Gupta, Ashish
98 500720 M Ajay Babu, Dr
99 500728 M Kulkarni, sujata s, Dr
100 500729 M sreenivasa Reddy P s
101 500730 M Gurram, Umadevi
102 500731 M Pandy, Ganesh, sqn Ldr
103 500732 M shingne, sheshmal s
104 500733 M Roja Raman M, Dr
105 500734 M Ranjan, Ashish
106 500735 M Kavitha K
107 500736 M saxena, shubhangi
108 500737 M Lakshmi Prasanna P
109 500738 M sucharitha B
110 500739 M Gulia, sandeep
111 G00531 oRG Ballari Institute 

of technology & 
Management, Ballari

112 G00532 oRG University school 
of engineering & 
technology, Rayat Bahra 
University, Mohali

113 093627 Ce Rao Y Mannepalli

  Am = Associate member   F = Fellow   m = member   org = organisational member   Ce = Chartered engineering
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News from Centres

AHmedABAd

•	 Under Utilization of Solar Energy and Power Plant for the 
development of Smart City and Villages programme the Centre 
organised expert talks by ms Pooja kanade, technology 
Consultant, on “solar Photovoltaic Power Plants” on 
30th Apr 2017. shri V k Jain, Centre Chairman welcomed 
participants and introduced Iete’s activities. He highlighted 
need for  resources preservation and utilization of abundant 
solar energy for resolving severe environmental degradation. 
He advocated for viable roof-top type power plants. Former 
Iete president, smt smriti dagur was also present and 
informed the participants about ongoing HQ activities. Various 
Government schemes, ambitious targets, exemptions and places 
for installing solar plants were also taken up. the other expert 
shri rajendra Gaikwad, scientist sAC/IsRo delivered his 
talk on “Practical Approach on solar energy”.

•	 A visit to “GiFt City – Gandhinagar” was organized by 
the Centre for corporate members, engineering students, and 
their families on 13th May 2017. GIFt - Gujarat International 
Finance Tech-City, is designed as a hub for the global financial 
services sector with state-of-the-art connectivity, infrastructure 
and transportation access. It aspires to cater to India’s large 
financial services potential by offering global firms a world-
class infrastructure and facilities. It is estimated that this 
project would provide 500,000 direct and an equal number 
of indirect jobs. the visiting members were explained the 
model of the High-Tech GIFT City, via a film with concept, 
opportunities ideas, case study etc. in a highly interactive mode. 
the hospitality courtesy was extended by shri Pankaj Kumar 
Gupta, sr VP-ICt, Gift City, Gandhinagar; shri Ashish Desai 
GM, IT; Shri Parth Joshi,Mgr, Smart City and Coordinator Shri 
Dhyan trivedi. It was an educative visit. 

•	 49th world telecommunication and information society 
day on “Big data for Big impact” was organized jointly 
with Ie(I), Gujarat and CsI, Ahmedabad Chapter on 17th 
May 2017 and supported by Broadcasting engineers society 
(Bes), Gujarat Innovation society (GIs) and Association 
of Computing Machinery (ACM). shri V k Jain Chairman, 
Iete Ahmedabad, in his address highlighted activities and 

technical contribution of these institutions. He emphasized 
importance of Big Data for innovation and growth. He also 
touched upon the applications of new technologies like smart 
Sensor, Cloud Information, Artificial Intelligence, Robotics, 
Mobile devices etc. the video message from Prof Hulin Zhao, 
secretary- General, ItU was played during the function, which 
was attended by more than 150 members of participating 
organizations/ associations, professionals, academicians and 
students.

dr Bharat Patel, Council Member, IeI and convener 
WtIsD-2017 and dr sandeep Vasant, Chairman, CsI 
Ahmedabad chapter addressed the audience. shri Navin 
Vasoa, President IeI presided. shri sanjay sinha, Chairman, 
Bes Ahmedabad introduced the Chief Guest dr Pradeep 
kumar Hota, its, CGM, BsnL Gujarat telecom Circle. 
Insightful presentation by Chief Guest with factual statistics 
was interesting and noteworthy for professionals working in 
telecommunication area. two theme speakers, shri manish 
soota, VP, Cignex Datamatics and shri Vijay shah, Head 
Marketing India, Apttus discussed the current trends, issues and 
challenges and the opportunity for computer professionals and 
students in the field of big data. Shri Niraj Shah, Treasurer, CSI 
AC proposed a vote of thanks.

ALLAHABAd

To perpetuate interest in fields of research, Prof S N Ghosh had 
made an endowment to Iete Allahabad Centre to organize 

Iete Centres/sub-Centres organized various events during the past four months. the 49th World telecommunication & 
Information society Day (WtIsD) on “Big Data for Big Impact” was one such event covered mostly by our Centres apart from 
recurring and sporadic events.

49th world telecommunication and information society day being 
observed at iete Ahmedabad on 17 may 2017.
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every year a research level lecture from an eminent scientist 
of India & abroad and recognize his outstanding contribution 
and achievements in the field. The Allahabad centre therefore 
organizes this lecture every year by eminent experts.

the awardee, Prof s P khare, ex Professor University of Allahabad & 
former Pro VC of Chaudhary Charan singh University meerut, being 

felicitated by the dignitaries.

this year this prestigious award was conferred to Prof satya 
Prakash khare, ex Professor University of Allahabad & 
former Pro VC of Chaudhary Charan singh University Meerut. 
the award was conferred by the dr r P mishra ex VC 
University of Allahabad on 17th Aug 2017 at Iete Allahabad 
Centre. the Chairman er Rn Mishra welcomed the guests. 
Prof kk Bhutani, Dir, UPteCH gave details of Prof sn 
Ghosh Memorial Award Lecture. er mk singh, immediate 
past Chairman, explained details of the work done by Dr sP 
Khare. the awardee delivered his award lecture on the topic 
“Physics of microParticles”. 

AmrAVAti

the Centre arranged for a one-day workshop-cum hands-on 
training on “Computer and internet” on 12th Jul 2017 at the 
Dept of It of IsF- Vidarbha Youth Welfare society’s Prof Ram 
Meghe Institute of technology & Research Badnera, Amravati 

by dr P V ingole, HoD/It, as a resource person. targeted 
audience for this workshop was women candidates who were 
working as cleaning and maintenance staff within college 
campus. Workshop was divided into three parts followed by 
hands-on practice, viz. Computer Fundamentals (Hardware, 
software, operating system); Introduction to Internet 
(searching of Required Information using search engine, 
Browsing & Introduction to e-mail.

the workshop was coordinated and conducted by Prof s P 
thakare with the assistance of Prof (ms) s i saudagar, Asst 
Prof at It Dept of the college.

BANGALore

the Centre organized following technical activities: 

02-04 Jan 2017: A three-day workshop on “speech signal 
Processing” in association with Dept of eC, Ms Ramaiah 
Institute of technology, Bangalore. the event was graced 
by dr tV Ananthapadmanabha, Ceo, Voice and speech 
systems, Bangalore; dr tV suresh kumar, Registrar 
Academics, MsRIt; dr s sethu selvi, HoD/eC, MsRIt; shri 
C satyanandan, Centre eC member; shri CG Raghavendra, eC 
Member and shri VC sadashiv, AP, MsRIt.

22-02-2017: For exploring the possibility of Java and Android 
courses at oxford College of science, Prof Hs Bhatia, Hony 
secretary, organized a presentation by shri Vikrant Bagh at the 
college premises.

19-03-2017: A one-day workshop on “signals & systems” by 
dr tC manjunath, HoD/eC, Dayananda sagar of engineering 
College, Bangalore. 50 candidates attended. 

23-4-2017 to 20-5-2017: summer school in electronics and 
Computer (sUsIeC-17) was inaugurated by Prof Bs sonde, 
former VC, Goa University and former Dean, Faculty of 
engineering, IIsc, Bangalore. school students studying in 
9th and 10th std participated and were provided theory and 
practical training in the areas of engineering. this program 
was sponsored by many organizations. M/s AsM technologies 
sponsored scholarships and several prizes for the best projects. 
the summer school concluded on 20th May 2017 with a session 
of demonstration of projects followed by valedictory function. 
Prof Bs sonde, Past President, Iete and Padmashri (dr) 
m Annadurai, IsRo were the Chief Guests for valedictory 
function. shri rabindra srikantan, MD of M/s AsM 
technologies Ltd. and mrs Preeti rabindra, patron of 
sUsIeC-17 also graced the last session. 

Participants of workshop-cum hands-on training on “Computer and 
internet” at iete Amravati Centre.
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• 12-5-2017: the Centre in association with Global 
Academy of technology (GAt), eCe Dept organized 3rd 
national Conference on “recent trends in electronics 
and Communication”. 60 papers were presented. the 
Chief Guest dr shyam Vasudev rao, Co-founder 
of Forus Medical Pvt. Ltd, released the 3rd national 
conference proceedings and departmental newsLetter 
eCe360. He delivered a talk on the topic,“3-Netra”- an 
eye care device, new invention for quick & easy method to 
repair child’s eye. other dignitaries on the dais included: 
sri Venkatappa, Addl secy, neF; dr rana Pratap reddy, 
Principal, GAt and dr manjunatha reddy H s, HoD, eCe.

• 17-5-2017: Prof Bs sonde, former VC of Goa University 
and Dean, Faculty of engineering, IIsc, the Chief Guest, 
delivered Prof sVC Aiya memorial Lecture during the 
World telecom & Information society Day celebrations. shri 
devadasan kizapat, Cto, M/s Unpickle Analytics solution 
Pvt. Ltd., Bengaluru, the expert speaker spoke on the theme of 
the day “Big data for Big impact”. shri rabindra srikantan, 
MD of M/s AsM technologies Ltd., the patron of sUsIeC-17, 
was the Guest of Honour. 

Prof Bs sonde, former VC of Goa University and dean, Faculty of 
engineering, iisc, dFiete & Past President addressing the audience 

during wtisd-2017 at Bangalore.

• 29-5-17 to 1-6-2017: A four-day intensive course on radar 
signal and data Processing (rsdP-17) was organized. More 
than 60 students from various organizations, viz. BeL, HAL 
and DRDo Labs participated. Keynote address was delivered 
by dr George m Cleetus, FnAe, outstanding scientist and 
Former Director, LRDe, DRDo. shri sudarshan rao P was 
the course director. dr dC Pande, Imdt Past Chairman presided 
over the inaugural function. In the Valedictory function, dr Pk 
menon, founder of optimal synthesis Inc., UsA, delivered 
the keynote address. shri C mahesh, Chief scientist, CRL 
and Prof G Poornima, HoD, eCe, BMsCe were the Chief 
Guests. Prof Gk Venkatesh, Vice Chairman presided. Faculty 
members were also present. 

Participants from radar signal and data Processing (rsdP-17) 
organized by iete Bangalore Centre.

•	 Prof N s Nagaraja memorial lecture was delivered 
by dr m Nageshwara rao, Assoc Dir, IsRo satellite 
Centre, Bengaluru on “An indian satellite for Navigation 
Applications”on 25th Jun 2017. The speaker explained the 
concept of augmented navigation systems clearly with a 
focus on our very own augmentation system GAGAn. While 
touching upon the design aspects of a satellite constellation for 
navigation, the details of Indian Regional navigation satellite 
system were highlighted. Working principle of an Atomic 
Clock which is the heart of any navigation satellite was also 
described. President Iete, Lt Gen (dr) Aks Chandele 
(retd) also addressed the gathering and distributed Iete-IRsI 
(83) Awards to awardees. other notables on the occasion were: 
shri G Ramesh, Centre Chairman; Prof G K Venkatesh, Vice-
Chairman and Prof Hs Bhatia, Hony secy. 

CHANdiGArH

the Centre ogranised 49th world telecommunication & 
information society day on 7th Jul 2017. Prof r k sinha, 
Centre Chairman, gave broad overview on theme topic, Big 
data for Big impact. He highlighted the power of big data for 
development and how it aims to turn imperfect, complex, often 
instructed data into actionable information. shri surender 
singh saini, Hony secy read out the message released for the 

Prof r k sinha, dir Csir-Csio, Chandigarh and Centre Chairman, 
delivering his address during wtisd-2017 at iete Chandigarh Centre.
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day by mr Houlin Zhao, secretary General, ItU. shri ritesh 
kumar, scientist, CsIR-CsIo Chandigarh also spoke on the 
theme topic. Around 70 candidates including scientists, Iete 
corporate members, students of IsF, IstC and Iete Centre 
attended. Vote of thanks was proposed by dr P k Awasthi, 
Centre Hony treasurer.

CHeNNAi

•	 the Centre with isF of kings engineering College, 
Chennai jointly organized an International Conference on 
innovations and Challenges in engineering and technology 
- iCiCet -2016 on 9th Apr 2017. About 150 members attended.

•	 world telecommunication & information society day 
2017 was celebrated on 17th May 2017 with 90 participants on 
the theme “Big data for Big impact”. shri tata sudhakar, 
Vice Chairman, Chennai Centre, delivered the welcome 
address and touched upon the history and development of 
World telecommunication Union. the role of ICt in the theme 
was lucidly explained by Chairman dr swarna ravindra 
Babu and Chief Guest sri srinivasan ramachandran, 
Addl. Director General, south Zone, All India Radio & 
Doordarshan, Chennai. Felicitations talks were given by 
shri H r mohan, Vice Chairman, Ieee Madras section, 
sri r ramadoss, Hony secretary, Ie, tn Centre, dr 
s s sridhar, Chairman, Iet Chennai network, sri t 
r Vasudeva rao, Chairman, CsI, Chennai chapter. 
Members from professional societies attended the 
function, which was covered by Doordarshan, AIR & 
Print media. Dr C Sheeba Joice, Hony Secretary, IETE 
Chennai proposed vote of thanks.

Felicitations of Chief-Guest on the occasion of wtisd-2017 at  
iete Chennai Centre

deLHi

•	 the Centre organised a technical lecture on 9th Apr 2017 by 
shri m B Goswami to create awareness of digital procedures 
among Iete and IGnoU students.

•	 the 49th world telecommunication information society 
day was organized on 17th May 2017 with the speaker dr 
tarun rawat, Asst Professor, nsIt, Delhi, who delivered a 
talk on “Big data and Big impact”. It was attended by about 
25 students.

GUwAHAti

the Centre celebrated 49th world telecommunication and 
information society day on the theme “Big Data for Big 
Impact” on 17th May 2017. shri Prasanta saikia, Centre 
Chairman, spoke about the significance of the day and 
relevance of the theme. Prof Bijoy Goswami, Dept of eCe, 
Assam engg College, Guwahti delivered the keynote address. 
shri taheruddin Ahmed, sr faculty read out the message of 
the secretary General, ItU on the theme. the day was attended 
by corporate members, Iete students and other invited guests 
of Assam Police Radio organisation.

iete Guwahati Centre celebrating 49th wtisd on 17th may 2017

HYderABAd

•	 An moU was signed between iete Hyderabad Centre 
and shri Vadrevu seshagiri rao memorial Charitable trust 
(VsRMC trust), Hyderabad for conducting Professional/
technical Courses in Iete Campus.

•	 49th world telecommunication and information society 
day was celebrated in association with CtMs and FtAPCCI 
on the theme: “Big data for Big impact” on 17th May 2017 
at FtAPCCI Auditorium. dr G Laxminarayana, Centre 
Chairman, presided over the programme. Prof (dr) d Linga 
reddy, secretary, Iete delivered welcome address. shri 
eatala rajendar, Hon’ble Minister for Finance and Planning, 
Govt of telangana was invited as the Chief Guest.  Former Union 
Defence Minister shri Pallam raju, shri J satyanaryana, 
iAs (retd.), Chairman, UIDAI and dr kPC Gandhi, Founder 
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Chairman of truth Labs India, graced the occasion along with 
around 150 other participants. Shri J Satyanaryana, and Dr 
KPC Gandhi inaugurated the celebrations and also delivered 
“13th dr tH Chowdary – Ctms endowment Lecture”. Dr 
tH Chowdary, former It Advisor, Govt of AP, as a moderator, 
conducted a panel discussion on: Big data for Big impact. Dr 
tH Chowdary was felicitated on the conferment of Padmasree 
award and all the panelists were honoured with mementoes. dr 
kVNsVPL Narasimham, Chairman, technical Programmes 
and Publications sub-committee proposed vote of thanks.

•	 the Centre organized shri UV warlu 17th memorial 
Lecture on 6th Jun 2017 on “Emerging Trends in Broadcasting 
with special focus on Mobiles” by dr YVN krishna 
murthy, Distinguished scientist & Director nRsC, IsRo, 
Hyderabad. scientists, professors, students and members from 
Centre attended the function. the Centre Chairman dr G 
Laxminarayana presided over the function.

•	 the Centre also organized Prof kk Nair 14th memorial 
Lecture on 10th Jun 2017 on “indian Light Combat Aircraft - 

LCA - tejas - Avionics systems” by shri 
PNAP rao, Winner of Iete - B V Baliga 
Memorial Award 2016, former outstanding 
scientist & Project Director Aeronautical 
Development Agency (DRDo).

•	 A meet of IsF Coordinators with 
Centre Chairman for the planning of 
workshop was organized for the 2017-18 
academic year.

•	 the Centre conducted training on 
Asset Mapping activity of RR district 
of telangana state under ePRIs project 
from national Remote sensing centre, 
Hyderabad/IsRo. this pilot project is 
being carried out with help IsF students 

from different colleges in Hyderabad. Iete Hyderabad centre 
is providing training for the participants. so far, the following 
IsFs/ engineering colleges were involved in this activity, 
namely- sphoorthy engineering College, Hyderabad;	 nalla 
Malla Reddy engineering College, Hyderabad;	CMR technical 
Campus, Hyderabad;	 Vidya Jyothi Institute of Technology, 
Hyderabad;	Mahaveer Institute of technology, Hyderabad and	
KG Reddy College of engineering & technology, Hyderabad.

JAiPUr

•	 With an attempt to familiarise rural women with digital 
literacy, an event “digital Literacy for rural women” was 
organized on 20th Jul 2017 by isF-Banasthali Chapter under 
the IETE Jaipur Centre. The event was led by dr seema 
Verma, Convenor Iete, Banasthali University chapter. A 
team of five IETE students accompanied by Ms Suneeta, Ms 
Pooja shrivasta and Ms Vartika Kulshreshta went to Banasthali 
village to educate women on digital literacy. the team included 
ms Bhavya mehrotra, Chairperson, ms Abhihita mishra, 

dr tH Chowdary, Past President iete and dFiete being felicitated by 
the dignitaries on the occasion.

shri PNAP rao, the speaker of Prof kk Nair 14th memorial Lecture 
being honoured by the Centre. the team from isF-Banasthali Chapter, Jaipur taking the lead
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trustee, ms tanya Jain, ms shreya indoliya and ms shalome 
dillu-student ambassadors. the event was attended by over 
fifty rural women. Ms Suneeta highlighted the importance of 
having bank accounts, safety while using AtMs and internet 
banking. she spoke on the use of mobile applications for net 
banking. The session taught women how to efficiently manage 
and invest their money which is one step closer to being 
independent. the talk was concluded by a small quiz which 
made the session interactive. Hosting a quiz contest in the end 
made sure everyone was attentive throughout the lecture. the 
session drew to a close with prize distribution. Participants 
expected such more sessions to be conducted in near future.

•	 Women are the core of existence of any and every part 
of universe. It is indispensable to overlook their valuable 
contribution. Keeping in pace with the present requisites, Iete 
proposed one week training programme on internet Uses under 
the banner of ‘digital india’. A one-day workshop activity was 
organized by the eCe Dept, Poornima College of engineering 
on 24th July, 2017. This was a noble effort supported by dr om 
Prakash sharma, Director, Poornima College of engineering 
and dr Garima mathur, HoD, in which 7 students of 3rd 
year, Khushboo Chhabra, Jyoti Singh, Laksh, Prashant, Arya 
Rawat, Ayushi Parashar, Divya along with 3 faculty members, 
Gaurav saxena, Manish Kumar sharma, Anila Dhingra visited 
a school Unique shine Children Academy in Chaksu village. 
this effort was supported by mr trilok kumar sharma, 
Principal, Unique shine Children Academy. this activity was 
aimed to enlighten urban/rural housewives about the wonders 
that internet technology offers in easing day-to-day life.

the students gave the power point presentation about the 
use of various policies of government such as net Banking, 
Aadhaar card and Bhamashah card i.e., how it can be useful 
to smoothen daily life. students also created awareness about 
uses and benefits of internet banking in rural areas. Other 

policies introduced were: sarwa shiksha Abhiyan; Indira 
Mahila Yojana; Balika samridhi Yojana; Rashtriya Mahila 
Kosh; Mahila samridhi Yojana and employment and Income 
Generating training-cum-Production Centers. 

kANPUr

the Centre, Ieee UP section and Ie(I) Kanpur Centre, jointly 
celebrated 49th world telecommunication and information 
society day on the theme “Big data for Big impact” on 17th 
May 2017 at IIt, Kanpur. er mahendra Pati, sr GM, BsnL 
Kanpur, graced the event as Chief Guest, while Prof kripa 
shanker, Former Vice-Chancellor of UPtU and Prof JP saini, 
Dir AItH Kanpur were the Guests of Honour. Welcome address 
was delivered by dr Us Yadav, Immdt Past Chairman. the 
message from ItU was read by dr dP mishra, Chairman, Ie 
(I), Kanpur Centre. the keynote speaker er Navpreet singh, 
IIt Kanpur spoke on “Big Data and Data–Driven innovation: 
Benefits, Impact and Opportunities”. The Chief Guest & Guests 
of Honour also expressed their views on the theme topic. 80 
members participated. 

sister societies celebrating wtisd - 2017 jointly at iit kanpur

koCHi 

49th world telecommunication & information society was 
celebrated by the Centre also on 17th May 2017. dr tk mani, 
Centre Chairman presided. Later, he read out the message 
received from Houlin Zhao, ItU secretary General & spoke 
on the theme “Big Data for Big impact”. Fr (dr) Jaison Paul 
mulerickal Cmi, Professor, Dept. of Computer science & 
engineering, Rajagiri school of engg & tech, Kakkanadu 
graced the event as the Chief Guest and addressed the gathering 
on the theme topic. Memento was presented to him on behalf 
of Iete Kochi Centre by er Nm kumar, Former Chairman, 
Iete Kochi Centre. Dr K Vasudevan, Hony treasurer and Dr 
MV Rajesh, Hony secretary, Iete Kochi Centre also spoke 
during the event. 

the rural women participating in “digital Literacy 
for rural women”, event held at Jaipur.
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memento presentation after wtisd programme at iete kochi Centre.

koLkAtA

the Centre observed the world telecommunication and 
information society day on selected theme “Big Data for Big 
Impact” on 17th May 2017. the technical talks were delivered 
by shri Himadri Ghosh, ex sr Manager Consultant, IBM 
(India), the Chief Guest and shri rajib sarkar, Director, 
eBIW Information Analytics Pvt Ltd. 

dignitaries on the dais during wtisd celebration at 
iete kolkata Centre.

mHow

world telecommunication & information society day 
was observed at Iete sub Centre, MCte Mhow on 13th May 
2017.  Prof (dr) seema keshariya, Hony secy, welcomed 
the audience. A technical lecture on the theme “Big Data for 
Big Impact” was delivered by Col Haridas, MCte, Mhow. A 
quiz competition on this theme was conducted in three rounds 
for the students of JE (NE) courses. First round had three 
sessions related to questions on communication, It & Cyber 
Security and Spectrum. Second round was a rapid fire round 
in which questions related to Big Data were asked. the third 
was a buzzer round. Five teams of 2 students each participated 
in the competition. L/nk sunil Kumar & L/nk t K sahoo of 
JE (NE) 148 course won first prize and two teams JE(NE) 145 
& 146 respectively were declared as 1st& 2nd runners up. All 

participants were felicitated with certificates and the winner 
teams were given cash prizes. the quiz was conducted by Lt 
Col siddharth Upadhyay, FCe, MCte, Mhow. the target 
audience included 15 permanent staff officers and 105 students 
of JE (NE) courses. The vote of thanks was given by Prof (Dr) 
seema Keshariya, Hony secy, who also organized the quiz.

Quiz competition in progress, mCte, mhow.

mUmBAi

•	 the Centre in association with rajiv Gandhi institute of 
technology (rGit), mumbai conducted a technical talk on 
“Cyber security: importance and Applications”, by shri 
sN kulkarni, senior Consultant, tata Consultancy services, 
Mumbai on 17th mar 2017. He talked about its importance 
and its need in present scenario. He explained the term ethical 
hacking and its difference from illegal hacking. other notables 
present were: dr UV Bhosle, Principal & Centre Chairman; 
Prof Uttara Gogate, Centre Hony secretary, Prof sd Patil, 
Faculty Coordinator IsF–RGIt and eC Member and Prof kG 
sawarkar, HoD, RGIt; shri khurana Ps, shri sr Agrawal, 
former secretary General, Iete HQ and Prof Madhuri Rotge. 
Inaugural speech was given by dr UV Bhosle. Faculty members 
& good number of students were present. Vote of thanks was 
proposed by Prof Uttara Gogate, Centre Hony secretary.

dignitaries on dais during technical talk on “Cyber security: importance 
and Applications” at iete mumbai Centre.
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•	 An event was organized to felicitate the winners of various 
events held under IsF’s of different engineering colleges in 
Mumbai under the banner of iete mumbai oscillations 
2017 during the months of Feb-March 2017. the valedictory 
programme of this event was conducted at Don Bosco Institute 
of technology, Mumbai on 3rd Apr 2017. Valedictory talk was 
given by dr sudhakar mande, HoD, DBIt eXtC & navi 
Mumbai Centre Chairman. the Chief Guest, dr Jw Bakal 
in his keynote address stressed upon the importance of IsFs 
/student bodies. Highlights of the occasion were presentation 
of a small video by Iete DBIt IsF, showcasing various 
initiatives of the IsF in terms of workshops and competitions 
held in the academic semester. A wrist band of Iete DBIt IsF 
was released on the occasion and all the eC members of Iete 
Mumbai were presented with the same as a token of gratitude 
by Iete DBIt IsF. other speakers included: Prof Lakshmi 
V, DBIt; Dr tanuja sarode, Centre Hony treasurer and shri 
Melroy Cordeiro, Chairperson, Iete DBIt IsF.

•	 49th world telecommunication and information society 
day was jointly organised by Iete Mumbai Centre & navi 
Mumbai Centre, Iet Mumbai network, Ieee Aes/CoM 
India Chapter, Ieee CoM/soC Bombay Chapter and BesI 
(I) Mumbai Chapter on 18th May 2017. dr Udhav Bhosle, 
Chairman Mumbai Centre, delivered the welcome address. 
shri sr Aggarwal, graced the occasion as Guest of Honour 
and shared his views on the topic. shri sC khasgiwal, 
Chairman, Bes (I) read out the message of shri Houlin Zhao, 
ItU secretary General. the speaker shri Hirak mukherjee 
delivered an interesting talk on the theme and explained about 
its worldwide impact on It industry and other areas. the event 
ended with question-hour session. 

•	 A three-day workshop on Basic and Recent trends 
in electronics Based Laboratories was conducted at isF 
Padmabhushan Vasantdada Patil Pratishthans College of 
engineering, sion mumbai, during 28th-30th Jun 2017. The 
Chief guest for the event was dr Jw Bakal, Principal, s s 
Jondhale College of Engg; Guest of Honor Prof Uttara Gogate, 
Centre Hony secretary. the aim and necessity to conduct this 
event was given by Prof Nilima Zade, HoD/etRX and dr 
Alam shaikh, Principal PVPPCoe. Faulty members Prof 
suvarna Bhise And Prof Harsha sanap, Asst Prof/eXtC 
extended their full support. ms sayali shinde, Design engg 
eos Power systems & mrs Priyanka shetty, Academician 
were speakers of the first day session on Design of the PCBs. 
next day shri Prashant Priyadarshi, AP/sPIt Mumbai, 
spoke on DsP & 8051 programming. the topic on concluding 

day was AFG & Mso operation by the veteran Industrialist 
shri shanshank Pradhan, proprietor, sAn Instruments Ltd, 
Mumbai. 

NAsHik

the Centre jointly celebrated the 49th world telecommunica-
tion and information society day-2017 on the theme ‘Big 
data for Big impact’ on 17th May 2017 at sanchar Bhavan, 
nashik in association with BsnL, nashik. the Chief Guest 
shri Nitin mahajan, (Its) – GM, BsnL, nashik, highlighted 
the role of telecommunication & It in today’s scenario. He 
mentioned about the bandwidth availability and connectivity 
that plays a key role in the growth of country’s economy, enor-
mous growth in tele-density in the past decade and was of the 
view that India should take this advantage and effectively use 
the ICt tools to leverage sustainable development. the Guest 
speaker er tushar B kute elucidated various concepts of 
Big Data, challenges, vulnerabilities and security issues, open-
source software, especially the operating systems like Linux 
and its importance. the Centre Chairman dr d m Chand-
wadkar, Centre Chairman & HoD/et, Karmaveer Kakasaheb 
Wagh Institute of engineering education & Research, Dr s s 
Morade, Hony secretary, shri sA Bhadane, Hony treasurer 
and mrs Apurva Jakhadi, space educator & special Invitee  
also spoke during the occasion, which was attended by telecom 
engineers of BsnL, including shri m r kulkarni, Head, In-
ternet section, BsnL; and It professionals like shri mB san-
gale, sr Manager, Mobile section, er GB shedgi. 

it Professionals coming together to celebrate wtisd - 2017 
at iete Nashik Centre.

NoidA

technical Lecture by dr ranjit singh, FIete, on 
“Significance & Utility of ISM Microwave Band” on 30th 
Jul 2017 highlighted that ISM bands do not require licence 
but have attracted attention of developers the world over for 
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cost-sensitive applications. It was told that familiar applications 
are found in microwave ovens, RF process heating, medical 
diathermy, cordless phones, bluetooth devices etc. Currently 
these bands have found applications in installation of Wi-Fi that 
helps to bridge Digital Divide. Case studies of deployment of 
IsM bands for providing communications and Internet access to 
remote areas were shown. Contributions of nGos like Digital 
empowerment Foundation were highlighted.

Audience included secretary General, maj Gen P k Jaggia, 
Vsm (retd) and local Iete Members.

PALAkkAd

•	 the wtisd-2017 was celebrated jointly with Ie(I), 
Palaghat local Centre  on 17th May 2017. er A kesavan, 
Chairman, Ie(I), presided over the function. Welcome remarks 
were given by dr k Geetha, Centre Chairperson while shri 
M s Ajayan, Hony secretary read out the message of ItU 
Secretary General. Er K Unnikrishnan, Hony Jt Secretary 
Ie(I),   introduced the Chief Guest, shri k sasidharan, DGM, 
ItI Palakkad, who delivered the keynote address on “Big Data 
for Big Impact”. He explained the influence of recent trends and 
developments in data field and its growing impact in all walks 
of life. er Unnikrishnan, proposed vote of thanks.

Glimpses of wtisd 2017 celebration at Palakkad Centre

•	 Internship training Program in two batches was organized 
by the Centre during 3rd-7th&10th-14th Jul 2017. It was envisaged 
by Kerala Technical University (KTU) for the benefit of 
engineering students for exposure in practical fields. The 
program included industrial visit for familiarizing them to the 
activities of industry. the valedictory session was chaired by 
dr k Geetha, Chairperson Palakkad Centre. Certificates were 
distributed by shri Ck Haridas, Iete south Zone Coordinator. 
Prof C Pradip and shri P suresh spoke on the occasion.

PUNe

•	 dr kr Phadke memorial Award lecture by shri sanjay 
katkar, MD, Cto and Founder of Quick Heal Technologies 
Limited (IT Security Solutions Company) on “Career 
Designs Options and My Experiences” was organized at 
Sinhgad Technical Education Society’s RMD Sinhgad School 
of Engineering on 27th Apr 2017. Shri GK Dawara, Centre 
Chairman delivered the welcome address and highlighted 
the contribution of late Dr KR Phadke. The speaker and 
awardee was introduced to the gathering by Dr RD 
Kharadkar, Vice-Chairman. The awardee was conferred 
upon the award by Shri GK Dawara and Prof SK Khedkar, 
Immdt Past Chairman. 

the awardee, shri sanjay katkar, md, Cto and Founder of Quick Heal 
technologies Ltd. being honoured on the occasion. 

•	 A Project competition was organized at  RMD sinhgad 
school of engineering on 27th Apr 2017. 87 groups from 
engineering colleges Pune and other cities participated. experts 
who evaluated projects against criterion such as innovative 
ideas, usefulness to society, publication in journal were: Dr 
YH Dandawate, Dr VV Shete -MITCOE, Dr Manisha Jadhav 
- MMCoe Mr sagar Vanarse -CCoeW, Dr Yogesh Angal - 
BsCoeR, Prof suvarna Kulkarni, Dr Anil L Wanare, Prof 
Mandar Khurjekar, Prof sK Khedkar , shri KR shende, Prof 
Rajeshwari thadi, sKnsIts Lonavala, Dr Chopade, PCCoe, 
Prof Moreshwar Mukhedkar, DYPCoe Ambi, Prof Rajashri 
suryavanshi, Prof AM Bongale, Prof nitin Davande and Dr 
Manish sharma DYPCoe Akurdi. the winners of the First 
Prize were: Alisha S Shaikh, Priyanka V Jadhav, Radhika 
V Kulkarni from RMD sinhgad school of engineering for 
their Project; “embedded technology based smart semi-
autonomous Vehicle”. second Prize went to: Mahesh Kumar, 
Chandan sharma, navjot Monga from MIt Academy of 
engineering, Pune, for “Disturbance Rejection of servo 
system using classical Control”. third Prize was bagged by: 
Apurva thakare, neha Reddy, Anklesha Panchal from Bharati 
Vidyapeeth’s College of engineering For Women, Pune for 
“segway-transporter”.
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iete Pune Centre Chairman with organisers of project competition.

•	 the world telecommunication & information society 
day - 2017 was celebrated by the Centre on the theme “Big 
Data for Big Impact” on 17th May 2017 in association with 
Ie (I) Pune, Ieee Pune section Iet Pune Chapter. shri d 
C dwivedi, PGM, BsnL Pune, was the Chief Guest and dr 
sandeep deshmukh, Big Data, Hadoop and Apache Apex 
trainer & Consultant, was the Guest of Honour on the occasion. 
Prof (dr) G s mundada was the convener.

•	 Conferment of Prof sVC Aiya memorial Award-2016 
for excellence in telecom education was organized under 
the aegis of Iete Pune Centre, in association with Prof sVC 
Aiya Memorial trust, Pune on 27th May 2017. dr (mrs) Priti 
P rege, Professor/et, College of engineering, Pune, recipient 
of the award spoke on “Digital Watermarking for Image 
Authentication”. A citation and a cheque of Rs. 20,000 was 
presented to her. Prof G s mani, Chair, Ieee Pune section 
(2017) former Director & Dean, DIAt (DRDo) graced the 
function as the Chief Guest. dr sr Jog, Past Chairman and 
trusty Prof sVC Aiya Award Committee along with shri G k 
dawara, Centre Chairman, were present on this occasion. 

rAJkot

Commemorating the 49th world telecommunication & 
information society day, the Centre arranged talks on the 
theme Big data for Big impact on 21st May 2017. dr rahul 
mehta, Hony secretary delivered the welcome address. er C 
m devani, IBs (Retd), Past Chairman spoke on the history of 
the Day. shri V k kathiriya, former Ae-DDK Rajkot, read 
out the message given by ItU secretary General. Keynote 
speakers invited were: shri Jay dave, AP/Ce, school of engg, 
R K University Rajkot and shri raviraj sinh s Vaghela, AP/
Cs, R P Bhalodia College Rajkot. their lectures were very 
informative & impressive. Vote of thanks was delivered by dr 
NB kalani, Director Faculty of technology, R K University 
Rajkot. 

members Celebrating wtisd 2017 at iete rajkot Centre

rANCHi

the Centre in collaboration with Indian society for VLsI 
education (IsVe) organized a two-day 2nd International 
Conference on microelectronics, Computing & 
Communication systems during 13th-14th May 2017, which 
was graced by Prof r k Pandey, Vice-Chancellor, Ranchi 
University(RU), as the Chief Guest. He assured for a suitable 
space for Iete Ranchi Centre in the Ranchi University Campus, 
wherein Iete will be required to provide free technical base 
support to Ranchi University students, faculties and staff 
members. Lt Gen (dr) Aks Chandele, PVsM, AVsM (Retd), 
President Iete, gave an inspiring address. Prof AA khan, 
Former VC, RU & Former Chairman Iete Ranchi Centre; dr 
kk thakur, CGMt, ARttC BsnL Ranchi, dr rk singh, 
Former Prof, RU & Former Chairman Iete Ranchi Centre; 
shri sanjay Jha, Exec Chief Engr Govt. of Jharkhand & Past 
Chairman Iete Ranchi Centre were the invited speakers on the 
occasion. shri Ajay kumar, AGM (Admin) ARttC BsnL 
Ranchi & Chairman Iete Ranchi Centre and shri Prasad 
Vijay Bhushan Pandey, Dot term Cell, ARttC BsnL Ranchi 
& Chairman IsVe Ranchi delivered the welcome remarks. dr 
A srinivasulu, Vignan’s University, Guntur was the Keynote 

releasing the souvenir
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speaker. Four technical sessions of the event were focused 
on: microelectronics & signal Processing; VLsi design 
& Communication systems; embedded system & signal 
Processing and Grid energy & robotics. Program ended 
with a valedictory session and certificate distribution by the 
session chairman, IsVe & Iete Ranchi Chairman, secretary, 
treasurer and other dignitaries.

sHimLA

A special talk on “role of iCt in development of smart 
Cities” was delivered by Prof (wg Cdr) Pradeep Prabhakar 
(Retd), Iete Governing Council Member & Zonal Coordinator 
(north) at Akashwani shimla on 1st Aug 2017. He highlighted 
two important aspects in his address namely- the infrastructure 
of ICt and the physical infrastructure which are needed for 
development of smart Cities. He pointed out bottlenecks in ICt 
technologies and the progress being made in the domain. He 
also gave the comparative example of physical infrastructure of 
places like Chandigarh (modern city) and shimla (old city). He 
was of the view that solution for smart Cities varies accordingly. 
the lecture was well taken. the speaker was introduced by the 
Centre Chairman, shri V k Upadhyay.

the speaker (3rd from right) & other members of 
iete shimla Centre during the special talk.

tHirUVANANtHAPUrAm

one day workshop on iot - the Connected Future was 
organized by the Centre in collaboration with Riyasaa Labs 
and engineering Council of India on 5th Aug 2017. over 125 
participants from 17 institutions attended the workshop. shri 
Girish kumar, Academic Convener of Iete delivered the 
welcome address. the Centre Chairman dr s Arumuga 
Perumal delivered his address on “technology Integration for 

smart environment”. sessions were handled by shri A Venkat 
subramanina, Principal engineer, Iot solution Architect, 
Panasonic, singapore and shri Ananda Narayanan Velu from 
Amritha Vishwa Vidyapeetham, Coimbatore, followed by vote 
of thanks by Centre Chairman. 

session in progress

VAdodArA

the wtisd-2017 was celebrated on 17th May 2017 in 
association with Dept of ee, the M s University of Baroda 
(MsU), Vadodara. dr Vijay shah, Vice Chairman Iete 
Vadodara, introduced the theme on Big data: Big impact. 
shri tushar B kher, Centre Chairman welcomed the Chief 
Guest, shri Ps tamhane, Dir, skillFro technologies Pvt Ltd, 
Vadodara. Besides reading out the message from secretary 
General ItU, he spoke on “Ransomware” a topic of current 
relevance. shri Ps tamhane, in his address gave a very 
interesting analogy about the “Gurukul system” and Data 
technology. the participants included corporate delegates from 
onGC, BARC, ABB, members from CsI, Ie, IMM, electrical 
engg. Alumni Association, academicians and students from 
MsU, Parul University and BIt. Vote of thanks was proposed 
by Dr Mamta C Padole, Centre Hony secretary.

dignitaries on the dais during wtisd - 2017 at Vadodara Centre.

To share your insights with peers you are requested to contribute overview type articles, 
case studies, for consideration towards publication in IETE Journal of Education.
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iete students’ Forum Activities

 A three-day workshop on “speech signal Processing” was 
organized by Iete Bangalore Centre in association with isF at eC 
Dept of ms ramaiah institute of technology, Bangalore during Jan 
2–4, 2017. eminent personalities that graced the event were: Dr t V 
Ananthapadmanabha, Ceo, Voice and speech systems, Bangalore; Dr 
t V suresh Kumar, Registrar Academics, MsRIt; sri C satyanandan, 
eC member, Iete, Bangalore Centre; Dr s sethu selvi HoD, e&C 
engg, MsRIt; sri CG Raghavendra, eC Member, Bangalore Centre 
and sri VC sadashiv, Asst Prof, MsRIt.

 A four-day Faculty Development Program on “raspberry Pi 
and its Applications in iot” was successfully conducted by the Dept 
of eC engg, Cs engg and telecom engg, in association with Ieee, 
Iste, and CsI-India under the banner of Iete at isF ks institute of 
technology (ksit), Bangalore during Jan 18-21, 2017.

 isF at er Perumal manimekalai College of engineering, 
Hosur was inaugurated by Prof Hs Bhatia, Hony secretary, Iete 
Bangalore Centre on Jan 28, 2017. 

 isF at Dept of e&tC, Vidya Pratishthan’s kamal Nayan Bajaj 
institute of engineering and technology (VPkBiet), Baramati, 
Pune, conducted a workshop on “Raspberry Pi” in four batches on 
different dates in Feb & mar 2017. Prof Madhav n Arotale, Dept 
of e&te successfully mentored 120 students from e&tC Dept. 
Feedback received was positive. 

 isF at Ambala College of engg & Applied research, 
devsthali, Ambala Cantt, organized a two-day workshop on “Python 
– A software Language” on Feb 4th & 22nd, 2017. It was headed by 
Prof Ashok Kumar, ACe & coordinated by er Devashish Kumar of 
Codroid Hub. In his address Prof Ashok Kumar said that the purpose 
of such workshops was to make engineering students industry-ready. 
Around 40 students attended. IsF faculty members er Chander Mohan 
and er Preeti Khera were also the part of the workshop.

 isF at eCe, sri shakthi institute of engineering and 
technology, Coimbatore conducted two-day workshop on Mobile 
servicing during Feb 17-18, 2017. shri C Arun Kumar, Iete 
Coimbatore Centre, student Coordinator, from Amrita school of 
engg, Coimbatore, the chief guest on the occasion gave presentation 
on ‘emerging trends in Mobile and Wireless technology’ and talked 
on recent research trends on mobile communication developments and 
industrial applications. 35 students attended. the IsF also conducted 
another two-day workshop on ‘Hardware Design and Analysis’ during 
Jul 21 & 26-27, 2017 through a resource person shri Arvind Govindraj, 
Regional Manager, (UtL technologies), Bengaluru. He encouraged 
the students to visit industries on regular basis to gain practical 
knowledge and real time experience. Dr G Ramadoss, Principal ssIet 
in his address mentioned the role & importance of electronics in the 
current scenario. shri s Raja, IsF Coordinator & AP/eCe proposed 
the vote of thanks. 35 students attended.

 isF at Dept of eCe, mVJ College of engineering, kadugodi, 
Bengaluru organized a guest lecture on “technology trends in Iot 
and Wireless Communications leading to 5G” by Dr M H Kori, Iete 
Bangalore Centre on Feb 21, 2017.

 isF at GitAm school of technology, Bangalore organized a 
guest lecture on ‘’Research trends In Wireless Communication – 4G 
& Beyond” on mar 2, 2017 for eCe students by the same speaker Dr 
M H Kori from Iete, Bangalore Centre.

 isF at Dept of eCe of sri ramakrishna institute of technology, 
Pachapalayam, Coimbatore conducted a “Project expo” coordinated 
by Dr A N.Jayanthi, on mar 22, 2017. 43 students (in 16 batches) 
presented their project work. Jury Members included – Dr RMS. 
Parvathi, Dean/PG studies; Prof (Dr) C Ganesh,HoD/eee; Prof 
(Dr) H Mangalam, HoD/eCe and Dr s Anila. Assoc Prof/eCe. the 
winners of the first prize were – shri s sriram, III Yr/ eCe-B; shri e P 
Vijai, III Yr/eCe-B & shri n Gopal, III Yr/eCe- for the project titled: 
Blue tooth Controlled Robot. the winners of the second prize were: 
shri s saanjeev, II Yr/eee; shri P nagarchunan, II Yr/eee and shri 
s shreerengan, II Yr/eee for the project: Home Automation Using 
Androis App.

 isF at Dept of et, Padre Conceicao College of engineering 
(PCCe), Verna-Goa, was inaugurated by shri Deepak Chodankar, 
sr Vice President, simnet VLC on mar 23, 2017, who advised the 
students to make use of such facilities available at Iete chapters to 
enhance expertise and verifiable skills as it is the only way to thrive 
in competitive world. Centre Chairman, Prof (Dr) HG Virani, HoD/
et, Goa engineering College, Farmagudi, provided an overview of 
the activities of Iete and emphasized on the opportunities & funding 
options available for technical activities. Dr KR Pai, HoD/etC, 
PCCe, spoke of high quality of Iete technical publications. Ms Avita 
Lotlikar, faculty co-ordinator IsF, provided a brief overview of the 
activities planned like paper presentations, workshops, seminars and 
guest lectures. the objective of such activities was to enhance technical 
proficiency of students and maintain the academic leadership in the 
state of Goa. Vote of thanks was proposed by shri Vaibhav Vernekar.

 isF at dept of eCe, Lakireddy Bali reddy College of 
engineering, mylavaram, organized a student technical fest 
ALFResCo-2017 on mar 25, 2017. Various programmes conducted 
in it were: paper presentation, project expo, quiz, circuitrix, extempore 
and art & craft etc. over 600 students participated. Prizes were 
awarded in each event. Prof (Dr) e V Krishna Rao, Iete Co-ordinator 
and Prof Ramesh Reddy guided the event.

 Dignitaries present during inauguration of isF at Dept of 
eCe, sphoorthy College of engineering, Hyderabad were Dr G 
Laxminarayana, Chairman; Prof A sarveswara Rao Vice Chairman, 
Iete Hyderabad Centre and shri terala Lingam, former scientist-
”sF”, nRsC, Hyderabad on Apr 3, 2017. the Chief Guest, Dr 

the response from IsFs has been overwhelming and we have tried to cover all the events in short. In case any news 
has been inadvertently missed out, it shall be covered in the next issue, if brought to notice. the technical events 
reported by Iete students Forums (IsFs) during past months are as follows in chronological order.
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G Laxminarayana and Guest of Honour, Prof A sarveswara Rao 
delivered awareness lectures on IsF activities at various places, which 
motivated participants. A guest lecture on “satellite Communications”, 
was delivered by shri terala Lingam, former scientist-”sF”, nRsC, 
Hyderabad. the isF also conducted a three-day national conference 
during Jul 22-24, 2017. eC members Dr KVnsVPL narasimham, 
Prof A sarveswara Rao, Vice Chairman of Iete-Hyderabad Centre 
and shri tt Lingam, Coordinator, Iete Hyderabad Centre attended 
and delivered invited talk during the conference

 isF at krishna institute of technology ( kiot), kanpur 
organized a talk on “Benefits of Joining ISF Chapter” by Er C P Verma, 
Hony secretary , Iete Kanpur Centre on Apr 4, 2017. He briefed 
about 150 students on the role & activities of Iete. other speakers 
for the event were: er Mrinal Mitra, Asst Prof, KIot and Dr Vaibhav 
Yadav, Dir, KIot, Kanpur. 

 isF at Dept of eCe, Atme College of engineering, mysore 
organized five-day workshop on LabVIEW during Apr 6-10, 2017, 
in association with NI LabVIEW Academy and SJBIT, Bangalore and 
sponsored by Iete Mysore Centre. sudents from AtMe College of 
engineering, Mysore and various other engineering Colleges, Mysore 
participated. the workshop focused on LABVIeW training, which is 
a graphical programming environment used to develop sophisticated 
measurement, test and control systems. It was coordinated by Dr 
Mahesh PK, HoD/eCe, Convener shri Yathisha L, Co-Convener shri 
Chandan Gn, AP/eCe, AtMe. Dr L Basavaraj, Principal, AtMe 
College of engineering, in his presidential speech advised students 
to take part in such workshops and make their resumes stronger to 
increase their chances of success in job interviews. 

 isF at Dept of eCe of Bapuji institute of engineering & 
technology, davangere, was inaugurated with 52 student members on 
Apr 7, 2017 by Prof HK Harish, Chairman, Iete shivamogga Centre 
and an Associate Professor at JNNCE Shivamogga. In his introductory 
address, he talked about IETE’s importance and its benefit to students. 
He encouraged them to participate in such events to develop their 
technical knowledge. Dignitaries who graced the event included: Prof 
Y Vrushabhendrappa, Dir; Dr subrahmanya swamy s, Principal; Dr 
Be Rangaswamy; Prof & Head/Biotechnology as Guests of Honour. 
Dr Gs sunitha, Prof & Head and Dr suresh Chandra Mohan, Prof/
eCe alongwith other Faculty and students were also present.

 isF at Dept of ee, Geeta institute of management & 
technology, kanipla (kkr) organized an industrial visit on Apr 18, 
2017 for about 14 students. they visited the Mars edPal Instruments 
Pvt. Ltd. Saha, Ambala, Oriented Scientific Apparatus Workshop 
(osAW), Ambala Cantt, triode electronics Industrial Area and Head-
office of Triode Electronics (Assembly unit). Students learnt about 
assembly and maintenance of electronic kits & Instruments and testing 
of electrical & electronic instruments. Visit was co-ordinated by Er JS 
Arya, er surekha Aggarwal, er Aman tusia. 

 isF at Dept of eC, sri Aurobindo institute of technology 
(sAit), indore, organized a two-day workshop on “embedded 
Automotive Communication Protocol” in association with embedded 
systems Center of excellence Intel Intelligent systems Lab during 
Apr 22-23 2017, inaugurated by shri Kinshul trivedi, Vice-President, 
sAIt. this workshop was designed to provide hands-on experience on 

AVR microcontroller, Protius, I2C, CAn, sPI and LIn protocols. shri 
Ankit sharma, former faculty member of Dept of eC, sAIt was the 
resource person. Prof Apurva Gaiwak, Dir, sAIt & FIete encouraged 
the students. shri Amit Holkar and shri Manoj Verma coordinated the 
workshop. 25 students participated. 

 isF at don Bosco College of engineering (dBCe), Fatorda-
Goa, was inaugurated at the Dept of et on Apr 29, 2017. shri sachin 
talwadkar, Associate Consultant, tCs, was the Chief Guest. Prof (Dr) 
HG Virani, HoD/et, Goa College of engineering and Chairman of 
Iete Goa subcentre, attended the inaugural function. Rev. Fr Kinley 
D’ Cruz, Director; Dr neena Panandiker, Principal; Prof Michelle 
Viegas, HoD/etC; Prof samantha Cardoso and Prof Vishnu Rathod 
Iete IsF coordinators, were other dignitaries on the dais. Fr Kinley 
inspired students to follow their passion and to work hard and aim at 
gaining knowledge through these forums. Dr Panandikar congratulated 
the students and encouraged them to take full advantage of the benefits 
provided by the association. Dr Virani talked of various benefits that 
Iete provides and various facilities available to students. Chief Guest 
shri sachin talwadkar urged students to get exposure from different 
cultures and learn to serve society in a better way. He spoke on “An 
Introduction to Manufacturing Industries”.

 New isF at t s srinivasan Polytechnic College, Chennai was 
inaugurated by dr swarna ravindra Babu, Centre Chairman on Apr 
29, 2017. About 200 members attended.

 isF at Dept of eCe, mLr institute of technology, dundigal, 
Hyderabad conducted a three-day workshop from may 3-6, 2017. 
the isF also organised a Guest Lecture on “electronic Devices and 
Circuits” for II year eCe students by Dr  KVnsVPL narasimham, 
Chairman, technical programmes and Publications sub Committee, 
Iete Hyderabad Centre on Jul 29, 2017.

 isF at Lalbhai dalpatbhai College of engineering (LdCe), 
Ahmedabad, organized World telecom & Information society Day 
on may 17, 2017. Shri Harshvardhan Jani from Reliance Industries, 
delivered a talk on “trends in Wireless technology and the societal 
Impact”. Shri VK Jain, Chairman IETE Ahmedabad Centre was the 
special guest and about 60 members including lsF students and faculty 
participated.

 Dept of eCe at isF sambram institute of technology, Benga-
luru, organized a national Level Inter Collegiate Project Competition 
“PRAtIRA-2017” to commemorate World telecommunication Day 
on may 17, 2017. It was inaugurated by Prof Hs Bhatia, Hony secy 
of the Bangalore Centre and Sri MP James, Div Head, PADP-M&PG, 
IsRo. Guests of Honour were sri P s Prashanth, C&De, IsRo and 
sri t sunil, GM, ALs, Bengaluru. Principal Dr H G Chandrakanth 
presided over the function. over 75 projects were showcased by more 
than 300 students from different part of the country. Projects covered 
Iot, embedded systems, Communication, Robotics, energy resource, 
etc. out of which, three projects were adjudged as Best Projects.  
Dr CV Ravishnkar presided over the Valedictory function. the IsF 
also conducted Graduation Day on may 28, 2017 in the presence of 
shri G Ramesh, Chairman, Iete(B) as the Chief Guest while Prof Hs 
Bhatia, Hony secretary of the Iete Bangalore Centre was the Guest 
of Honour.
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 isF at Dept of eCe of Bs Abdur rahman Crescent University, 
Chennai, organised a training for Certified LabVIEW Associate 
Developer (CLAD) during Jun 5-12, 2017 in association with Ie 
(I) and optithought, Academic Partners of national Instruments, 
Bangalore. the participants were from Madras Institute of technology, 
Alagappa University and sathyabama University. the online CLAD 
exam was conducted by National Instruments on June 12, 2017 at NI 
competency Development Programme Lab/eCe. out of 9 participants 
2 cleared the exam scoring over 80% and certificates were distributed 
to participants.

 A two-day national level workshop on “embedded Zero tree 
Wavelet Image Compression” was conducted during Jun 8-9, 2017 at 
isF Nandha College of technology (NCt), erode by the eCe Dept 
Association for 2017-18. It was a CsIR sponsored programme. Dr n 
Kasthuri, Prof/eCe, Kongu engineering College, erode was the Chief 
Guest. His address was on Wavelet Image Compression, its basics, 
uses, features and applications and he also gave hands-on training 
using MAtLab Coding etc. Dr s nandagopal, HoD/eCe and Dr s 
Arumugam, Ceo of nandha educational Institutions were present. 
Another one-day workshop on “Programming in embedded systems” 
was organized on Jul 4, 2017, where shri R Rajkumar, MD, Conspears 
technologies, Coimbatore was the Chief Guest and delivered a talk 
on embedded systems Basics. the Dept of eCe organized “Intra 
Department Meet” on Jul 7. 2017 wherein 28 students presented 
their papers. students participated in the events like technical Quiz, 
Multimedia and Ad-Zap. the winners were felicitated. the IsF 
organized an Industrial seminar on “Internet of things” on Jul 29, 
2017. shri nirmal saravanan, Co-Founder, Breathe electronics, 
Chennai was the Chief Guest and spoke on the theme topic. An 
Industrial seminar on “Cyber security” was arranged on Jul 30, 2017 
graced by shri s sankar Raj, MD, Prompt Info tech, Coimbatore 
as the Chief Guest. Dr s nandagopal, HoD/eCe, Dr R nallusamy, 
Principal/nCt and Dr s Arumugam, Ceo, nandha educational 
Institutions, erode were present on the occasion. Dr s Arumugam 
and Dr R nallusamy were the prominent speakers. the Chief Guest 
highlighted various aspects of security. 

 isF at Anand institute of Higher technology, Chennai, jointly 
with Iete Chennai Centre organized a summer school series on Core 
technologies during Jun 12-16, 2017. About 250 members attended.

 isF at k s rangasamy College of technology (ksrCt), 
tiruchengode (tN) organized a guest lecture on Jun 23, 2017 by Dr 
R A Alaguraja on “Remote sensing and Image Processing”. He vividly 
explained advantages, types and applications of Remote sensing and 
Image Processing through satellite communication. Dr K B Jayanthi, 
HoD, Iete staff coordinator Dr P Babu added colours to the inaugural 
ceremony. 

 isF of kamaraj College of engineering and technology 
(kCet), Virudhunagar, conducted “Project expo” for 1st year 
students on Jun 23, 2017. Dr K sarukesi, Dean/KCet presided. Dr R 
suresh Babu, Prof/eCe, shri t Palaniappan, AP/eCe, shri s Alwyn 
Rajiv, AP/eCe and shri s Wessley Moses samdoss, AP/eCe organised 
the event. Dr Christoper, Prof/Mechatronics, shri G srinivasan AP/
CSE and Mrs V Jeyalakshmi AP/ECE were the judges. Nearly 100 
students participated. Winners included: Arunram sundar R, Aswin 

Bharathi P & Bala Bharathi I (1st prize); Gajendran. n, Gayathri M 
& Giridhari s (2nd prize) and M Harish Kumar, s Hari Bharath & P 
Inba sagar- (3rd prize). the 2nd round of Project expo for the 1st year 
students was arranged on Jul 15, 2017. Dr Anant Achary, Principal/
KCet presided. the organizers were Dr R suresh Babu, Prof/eCe, 
shri t Palaniappan, AP/eCe, shri s Alwyn Rajiv, AP/eCe and shri 
s Wessley Moses samdoss, AP/eCe. In this batch, the 1st prize went 
to Vinoth Kumar MK, Vishnu Karthick s & Vishnuraj B; 2nd prize 
to shivani VM, shraddha DP & shymaladevi M; 3rd prize went to - 
Logesh. L, sai sethu Raman M and the 4th prize was bagged by Guna 
Lakshmi s, Guru Abhinav M, Dr Anant Achary, Principal/KCet. the 
winners were awarded cash prizes and certificates.

 isF at Deptt of eCe, Nandha engineering College, erode, 
conducted an industrial seminar “Robotics” on Jul 10, 2017 in 
association with IETE. Shri K Amit Kumar Jothri, Sr Software Engr 
and shri s saravanan, Architect, Robert Bosch, Coimbatore, were 
the resource persons for the event. Dr P sukumari, Prof/eCe, shri 
G Prabhakaran, AP/eCe and Prof R Murugasami, AsP/eCe also 
attended.

 isF at Dept of eCe & eee, Narasaraopeta engineering 
College (NeC), Narasaraopet (AP), conducted a Poster presentation 
competition on “Advanced technologies” on July 14, 2017, wherein 
the Chief Guest was Dr K Ramanjaneyulu. He delivered a guest lecture 
on “Genetic Algorithms and its Application to Image Watermarking”. 
He talked about the applications of genetic algorithms in image 
watermarking. the students were grouped into batches and gave their 
presentations. the best poster presentation was selected and given the 
first prize. 

 isF at Dept of eCe, Velalar College of engineering and 
technology, erode, organized an inaugural function of their fresh 
batch on Jul 15, 2017. It started with the lighting of inaugural lamp by 
the Chief Guest, er e P Vimalanathan, sr Manager-Instrumentation, 
sakthi sugars Ltd, sakthinagar. shri P senthilkumar, AP, Iete 
coordinator introduced the office bearers of ISF and the batches were 
given by the Principal, Dr M Jayaraman, who also delivered the 
presidential address. Dean Academics, Prof L Peter stanley Babington 
was felicitated. Chief Guest delivered a lecture on “Recent trends in 
Process Automation”, which greatly motivated the students.

 A seminar on “opportunities in Higher education” was conducted 
by the isF at Dept of eCe, Valliammai engineering College, srm 
Nagar, kattankulathur on Jul 17, 2017. the Chief Guest shri Murali 
K, trainer, tIMe, Chennai, delivered a lecture on “opportunities in 
Higher education”, and explained to students about the opportunities 
in different fields. Over 170 final year students and faculty members of 
eCe Dept attended.

 isF at Bits edU Campus, Varnama, organized group 
discussions under the banner of Iete on Jul 21, 2017. the aim was 
to enhance the communication skills, leadership quality and inculcate 
confidence to speak and remove the stage fright, for II year students. 
Event was divided into two knock-out rounds and one final round 
of group discussion. 21 students participated. Seven finalists came 
face to face with each other in the final round. The topics chosen for 
discussions were: Has demonetization reduce the corruption?; Is Gst  
beneficial or not? And is borderless world practically possible? The 
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event was judged by Prof Kashish Makhijani, Prof twinkle Doshi & 
Prof Dharti Vyas, who guided the students to enhance their learning. 
the winner for group discussion was Ms Chirag. Ms Margi Patel was 
selected as 1st runner-up & Shri Siddharth Jani as 2nd runner-up. the 
IsF also organized an event on PCB designing for the students of 3rd 
Year (eCe) on Jul 27, 2017 with four sections, supervised by Iete 
Faculty co-ordinator Prof Kashish M Makhijani and Prof Purvi Zaveri. 
Certificates were distributed to the participants. Certificate Designing 
competition was also organized by the IsF, in which the participants 
were supposed to design a certificate. Winners in this event were: Shri 
Sharan Burla and Ms Swati Prasad for first two positions.

 Iete Documentary Competition,`ContRIVAnCe-2017’ 
was organized by the students of eCe Dept of isF at Poornima 
College of engineering (PCe), Jaipur on Jul 29, 2017. the main 
objective of this was to give documentary knowledge and to provide 
an opportunity to students to demonstrate their learning experience. 
After the competition, students were able to show their skills and that 
boosted their confidence. The competition was judged on the basis of 
design, creativity, and knowledge about technology. the dignitaries 

present were Dr om Prakash sharma, Dir/PCe, along with the faculty 
of Dept of eCe, PCe. the winners included: shri Kunal Chaudhary, 
Anamika tiwari/II Yr and first runner up Shri Gaurav Gupta, Shri 
Aadesh sharma/II Yr. Dr Garima Mathur, HoD/eCe welcomed the 
participants. Dr om Prakash sharma in his motivational address 
emphasized on the importance of learning new technologies and tools. 
shri Rajveer Marwal shared his valuable knowledge with the students.

 isF at mauli Group of institutions, College of engineering & 
technology (mGiCoet), shegaon, organized a one-day workshop 
on “Proteus software system Design” on Aug 14, 2017, guided by 
Prof nB Bhavarkar, IsF Coordinator & team and conducted by Artech 
electronic solution Provider, Amravati. Dr Ajay P thakare, newly 
elected Governing Council Member, inaugurated the event with Dr CM 
Jadhao, College Principal & EC- IETE Amravati Center. Shri Aniket 
tondhare guided the students on Proteus software system Design, an 
electronic design automation tool and a virtual system modeling and 
circuit simulation application. About 63 IsF students from et, Cs and 
electrical Dept participated. 

1st iete international Conference india-2018 (iiCi-2018) on
Technological Advances & Applications in IoT, Data Analytics, Big Data & 5G

May 2-4, 2018 Bengaluru, India
Anno

unc
ement 

& 

Call 
for 

Pape
rs

theme of the Conference:
the theme chosen for the First Iete International Conference India – technological Advances & Applications in Iot, Data Analytics, Big Data & 5G- is 
a rapidly expanding research area spanning the fields of computer science, information management, and has become a ubiquitous term in understanding 
and solving complex problems in different disciplinary fields such as engineering, applied mathematics, medicine, computational biology, healthcare, 
social networks, finance, business, government, education, transportation and telecommunications. 
this conference provides a chance to research scholars, delegates, and students to interact and share their experience and information in technology 
innovation. IICI-18 can give an excellent international forum for sharing information and ends up in Advances in technological Innovations in 
engineering technology. 
And also this special Conference is intended to report high-quality research on recent advances toward big data analytics, internet of things and 5G 
more specifically to the state-of-the-art approaches, methodologies and systems for the design, development, deployment and innovative use of machine 
learning techniques on big data and to communicate among various embedded devices using Iot. Internet of things will be the ideal application for 5G.
IICI-2018 invites High quality, state-of-art, Unpublished, original research papers from academicians from both Govt. & Private, Practicing managers, 
Manufacturers & research scholars in the area of engineering and managements.
Potential topics to be addressed in this conference include, but are not limited to the following:

All correspondence are to be addressed to:
shri G ramesh, Chairman, Iete Bengaluru Centre, Mob no : 9663399311

dr m H kori, tech Chair, Mob no : 9342593876
Iete Building, Bellary Road, Ganganagar  extn, Bengaluru-560032, Karnataka, India

Ph. : 080-2333 1133  email: bangalore@iete.org   www.ieteblr.in

• Algorithms for Big Data, Security & Privacy in the Era of Data 
science & Big Data

• Software Defined Networking for Internet of Things, 
• Towards Positioning, Navigation, and Location Based Services for 

Iot.
• Global Markets and Forecasts for Big Data.
• Deep learning and Artificial neural network for optimizing big data
• Sensor and Actuator Networks
• IoT system architecture and Enabling technologies
• IoT Protocols and Standards (IPv6, 6LoWPAN, RPL, 6TiSCH, WoT, 

oneM2M, etc.)
• Ultra-low power IoT Technologies and Embedded Systems 

Architectures

• Big data for Internet of Things (IoT) and IoE (Internet of Everything)
• Novel applications and services based on Big data for vehicular 

technology, VAnet, and Its.
• Software defined networking of wireless technologies for big data.
• Big data for radio access networks
• Wireless Sensor Network for IoT Security
• Intrusion Detection in IoT
• Identification and Authentication Issues.
• Big data for intelligent wireless signal processing
• Industry Cryptography, Key Management, Authentication and 

Authorization for Iot
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iete deeply mourns the loss of its following worthy members and prays for noble souls to rest in peace.
Prof Yash Pal (HF-00032) an eminent scientist, creator of Space Applications Center, Ahmedabad and Chancellor, Jawaharlal Nehru 
University, new Delhi breathed his last on 24th July 2017. He was the renowned Indian scientist Padma Vibhushan, educator and 
educationist, known for his contributions to the study of cosmic rays, as well as for being an institution-builder. starting his career at tata 
Institute of Fundamental Research (tIFR), he later remained Chairman of the University Grants Commission from 1986 to 1991. In 2013, 
he was awarded India’s second highest civilian honour, the Padma Vibhushan. He was the first Director of Space Applications Centre, 
Ahmedabad, in 1973. In 2009, the MHRD set up a Committee on Higher education with Prof Pal as the Chairman, for examining reform 
of higher education in India. In his later years, he became one of the leading science communicators of the country.

the Iete community condoles the loss of country’s brillian scientist and academician Prof Yash Pal. His lasting contribution to Indian education shall always 
be remembered. He was the Honorary Fellow of Iete since 1996.

Prof U r rao (dF-007360) Distinguished Fellow of Iete, great visionary & cosmic ray physicist passed away on 24th July 2017. He was 
the father of India’s satellite Programme. For many, he was a role model. Prof Rao was Chairman IsRo and also Founder Director of IsRo 
Satellite Centre. He was the Project Director of India’s first satellite Aryabhat. He was the student of Prof Vikram Sarabhai.  As Chairman, 
space Commission and secretary, Department of space (1984), Prof Rao accelerated the development of rocket technology, resulting in the 
successful launch of AsLV rocket and the operational PsLV launch vehicle, which could launch 2.0 ton class of satellites into polar orbit. 
Prof Rao initiated the development of the geostationary launch vehicle GsLV and the development of cryogenic technology in 1991. Prof 
Rao is recipient of many honours including Padma Vibhushan. Iete is saddened by demise of IsRo’s renowned space scientist and his 
contribution to the country’s space programme can never be forgotten.

shri shashi kant tewari (m146853L) former Deputy Director (e) Doordarshan Kendra MAU (UP) passed away on 4th February 2017 at PGI Lucknow at 
the age of 63 after brief illness. 
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Professor thomas kailath (HF-00015) a legendary stanford University Professor has been conferred Life time Achievement Award 
by the US-based Marconi Society, dedicated to furthering scientific achievements in communications and the Internet. This is only the 
sixth time in the society’s 43-year history that the award has been given. Professor Kailath is Hitachi America Professor of engineering, 
emeritus, at stanford University (Us). the award recognizes Professor Kailath for his many transformative contributions to information 
and system science over six decades as well as his sustained mentoring and development of new generations of scientists. It acknowledges 
the wide range of his contributions to information theory, communications, filtering theory, linear systems and control, signal processing, 
semiconductor manufacturing, probability and statistics, linear algebra, matrix and operator theory, which have directly or indirectly 
advanced modern communications technology. He is the Honorary Fellow of Iete since 1986. 

Brig s V s Chowdhry (retd) (dF-017163) was recently conferred the prestigious dr APJ Abdul kalam excellence Award by the 
India International Friendship society. this Award was presented to him at an Awards Ceremony at new Delhi.  Brig Chowdhry is 
a Distinguished Fellow and Past President of the Iete and also the Past President of the CsI. He has earlier received the Lifetime 
Achievement Awards from both the Iete and the CsI.

Prof C murali (F-090040) was honoured as the best Professor in electronics and Communication engineering as a part of Dewang 
Mehta national educational Awards Ceremony held at Vivanta, taj, Panaji, Goa, on 16th Aug 2017. Prof Murali is a Vice-President and 
Co-Chairman Academic Committee Iete. 

dr Virendra singh Chaudhary (m-183843L) has been awarded doctorate of Philosophy (Phd) degree for his thesis titled, 
“Performance Analysis of nonlinear Channel equalization using neural network” by Maulana Azad national Institute of technology, 
Bhopal. He has served Iete as a coordinator, Hony treasurer and Hony secretary of Iete Bhopal Centre and is presently its executive 
committee member. 

Awards & Achievements

mrs Neeru m Biswas, P eng (F-055373) had been 
a professional engineer, educator, international 
consultant, and a volunteer social worker, with over 
a thirty-year long career in industry and academia 
– focusing on teaching and 
training in telecommunications 
and information management, 
industry-academia liaison, 

R&D work in design of electronic devices, development 
and policy projects in Asian countries, funded by the 
World Bank, CIDA, UsAID and others. 

she was formerly a professor in the Faculty of 
Business at Ryerson University, toronto, Canada, 
and later, a visiting faculty at the MBA level in the 
national Management Program at Management 
Development Institute (MDI), India, at the Department 
of Management science (DoMs), Indian Institute of 
technology (IIt)-Roorkee, India and at Centre for 
the Development of Advanced Computing (CDAC), 
noida, India.

As a Professor of Administration and Information 
Management in the Faculty of Business at Ryerson 
University, toronto, Canada, she had pioneered 
the development of an undergraduate degree program in Canada in 
telecommunications Management. she has published papers in reputed 

We are living in exciting times. Information 
and Communication Technology (ICT) 
touches the lives of every Indian--rural 
or urban, young or old. Electronics is the 
basis of all the equipment used in ICT. 
As young people studying electronics, 
telecommunications and computers, you 
are poised to take on the world. What is 
needed is a clear understanding of the 
principles taught and dedication to your 
chosen profession. It is my enduring belief 
that honesty and hard work always pay. I 
wish each student associated with IETE a 
rewarding, successful career.

— Mrs Neeru M Biswas

inspiring women Achieversinspiring women Achievers
telecommunication journals in the UsA, Canada and India, and co-authored a 
book in the UsA on teleconferencing. 

Mrs. Biswas began her telecommunications career in toronto as a senior 
engineer at the Computer Communications Group 
of Bell Canada. Later, she spent about ten years 
with the ontario Ministry of Government services 
(MGs) in several technical and management 
capacities. Mrs. Biswas began her professional 
career as a Product engineer (semiconductor 
devices) at Unitrode Corporation, Boston, 
UsA. she had received her Master’s degree in 
electrical engineering (electronics) from Brown 
University, UsA and her Bachelor’s degree in 
electrical engineering from the Indian Institute of 
technology, Kanpur, India. 

she is a senior Member of the Institution of 
electrical and electronic engineers (Ieee), UsA, 
a Professional engineer (P.eng.) in Canada, and 
a Fellow of the Institution of electronics and 
telecommunications engineers (Iete), India, 
neeru Biswas is an active volunteer in education 
of the under-privileged. she had spearheaded the 
setting up of a computer education centre for the 

visually handicapped at Iete, noida Centre, while she was a member of the 
national council of Iete.
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Canvassing for votes during elections is generally 
proscribed by professional societies, and most, in fact, 
build the clause into their code of model conduct. Despite 
that, however, the practice of canvassing is widespread 
among professional bodies all over the world, undermining 
the principles of decency, merit, ethics and honesty by 
which their professional objectives are fostered. 

In Iete too, the practice has been rampant, even for 
Council elections, Distinguished Fellowship election and 
Presidential election. this is very unfortunate, indeed. 
earlier, in the pre e-mail, pre mobile-
phone days, canvassing took place 
through telephone calls or inland letters, 
where the aspirant would describe in 
detail his or her achievements and what 
he or she promises to do if elected. the 
soliciting inland letter would usually 
be printed matter, and often, the choice 
of words bordered on superlative when 
highlighting one’s credentials. some 
even tended to give the impression that it 
was a war to be won instead of an election 
to a responsible position! In reality, 
when elected, they behaved in exactly 
the opposite way. often, an immediate 
act of misuse of position would be the 
printing of letterheads with “Member 
GC, Iete” appended to the name at Iete’s expense. 
What prestige and status this appellation provided, I still 
wonder. on an occasion when I have ventured to ask, I 
was told: ‘You are a well known personality and may not 
need this title. But, for me it fetches respect from Iete 
members, family, friends and colleagues at work. I get, 
invited to various symposia and conferences, and even get 
to inaugurate some! the mementos I get I treasure and 
display in my drawing room. Is this not desirable?” 

to come to today’s scenario, canvassing messages have 
become all the more intrusive because of technology. 
one is bombarded with messages on cell-phones and via 
e-mails, mostly in bulk! some even send voice recordings 
brashly declaring one’s self worth, and often the message 
is sent more than once to the same recipient! today, when 
I got such a message three times on my mobile, I felt like 
calling this person and telling him: “Do you think that the 
Iete members are that gullible and that they will be moved 

by your bombastic words?” But better sense prevailed, 
for I knew it would be a counterproductive move. Also, 
what if I got to hear some choice words describing my 
meddlesome nature? A telephone conversation, I realise, 
is not the right medium for conveying the sentiment. I 
feel, however, the need to present my strong views on 
such conduct, and hence the use of this medium. 

Another aspect that bothers me is the misuse of Iete 
hospitality for privileges like expensive accommodation 
for members at council meetings, conferences and 
technical meetings. It is a pity that people go out of their 

way using their spending power, time 
and efforts to get elected only so that 
they enjoy such privileges without much 
thought to the immense responsibilities 
that come with it. A dilution in the quality 
of professional attitude is but natural if 
the outcomes of elections are based on 
one’s canvassing might alone. 

this is another deeply disturbing 
phenomenon distorting the Iete elections 
scene—the mentality of brotherhood or 
clanship among voters. If, for instance a 
service officer-be it defence or telecom 
or broadcasting- is a candidate, then all 
officers belonging to that service in the 
list of voters will vote for him or her; if a 

candidate is from a particular state, then all members from 
that state will vote for him or her. I feel this is unethical 
and not befitting the behaviour of IETE members who are 
expected to set high standards and provide a benchmark 
for society at large with their wholesome perspective. 

now that Iete is at a juncture where our existence has to 
be justified with renewed commitments and more sincere 
service, let us take the resolve to ban canvassing so that 
people truly desirous of rendering service get a chance 
to make it to the positions of power and responsibility. 
I have tried throughout my Iete membership to inspire 
successive Presidents to enact such an act. For whatever 
reasons, it has not borne fruit. I am an optimist, however, 
and I close this write up with a hope that this happens 
soon. I am proud of Iete and I think that all of you 
should, not just only formally, but also with conviction 
from within, support this resolve. May God bless Iete 
and give good sense to the majority!

iete elections and Canvassing

Prof s C dutta roy, dFiete

A request: Please communicate your comments, if any, through email to the managing editor at mgeditor@iete.org with a 
copy to me at s.c.dutta.roy@iete.org.
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